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Canonical holomorphic sections of
determinant line bundles
By Jens Kaad at Trieste and Ryszard Nest at Copenhagen
Abstract. We investigate the analytic properties of torsion isomorphisms (determin-
ants) of mapping cone triangles of Fredholm complexes. Our main tool is a generalization to
Fredholm complexes of the perturbation isomorphisms constructed by R. Carey and J. Pincus
for Fredholm operators. A perturbation isomorphism is a canonical isomorphism of determi-
nants of homology groups associated to a finite rank perturbation of Fredholm complexes. The
perturbation isomorphisms allow us to establish the invariance properties of the torsion iso-
morphisms under finite rank perturbations. We then show that the perturbation isomorphisms
provide a holomorphic structure on the determinant lines over the space of Fredholm com-
plexes. Finally, we establish that the torsion isomorphisms and the perturbation isomorphisms
provide holomorphic sections of certain determinant line bundles.
1. Introduction
One of the fundamental objects among the regulators of algebraic K-theory are the invar-
iants ofKalg of the quotientsL .H/=L p.H/ of the algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert
space H modulo the ideal of p-summable operators, [6]. The fundamental object in the case
of Kalg2 is the Quillen line bundle of determinants of Fredholm operators, [12, 13]. R. Carey
and J. Pincus introduced a canonical section of the pullback of the Quillen determinant line
bundle to the space ¹.S; T / 2 L .H/2 j S; T Fredholm; S   T 2 L 1.H/º, the so-called per-
turbation vectors, [4]. Their construction plays a key role in the study of the behavior of
L. Brown’s determinant invariant on Kalg2 .L .H/=L
1.H// and of determinants of Toeplitz
operators, [2, 3]. In particular, it allowed them to prove a Szegö limit theorem for Toeplitz
operators with non-vanishing winding numbers, [5, 14].
The extension of the results of Carey and Pincus to several commuting operators requires
the generalization of the notion of a perturbation vector, a perturbation isomorphism, to the
context of finite rank perturbations of Fredholm complexes. (Carey and Pincus work with trace
class perturbations of Fredholm operators. The results in this paper can be extended to this
setting, but it is not needed for the applications we have in mind.)
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To be more concrete, let X D XC ˚X  be a Z=2Z-graded vector space. Further, let
d; ı W X ! X be odd maps such that D D .X; d/ and E D .X; ı/ are Fredholm complexes,
i.e. d2 D 0 D ı2 and the homology groups H˙.D/ and H˙.E/ are finite dimensional. Sup-
pose moreover that d   ı W X ! X has finite rank. In this situation, we construct a canonical
isomorphism
P.E;D/ W det.HC.D//˝ det.H .D// ! det.HC.E//˝ det.H .E//;
where det.V / D ƒtop.V / for any finite-dimensional vector space V . We refer to this map as the
perturbation isomorphism of the finite rank perturbation D ! E. Let us note that the pertur-
bation isomorphism does not only depend on the homology groups but also on the differentials
defining the chain complexes.
As an application of this construction, we obtain a holomorphic line bundle structure on
determinants of bounded Fredholm complexes. This generalizes the construction due to Quillen
of a holomorphic line bundle structure on determinants of Fredholm operators, [13].1)
A central topic of this paper is the investigation of the analytic properties of torsion
isomorphisms of mapping cone triangles of Fredholm complexes. The above perturbation
isomorphisms play a key role in formulating and proving these properties. Our torsion iso-
morphisms are defined as follows:
Suppose that DX D .X; dX / and DY D .Y; dY / are two Z=2Z-graded Fredholm com-
plexes and that A W DX ! DY is a chain map. We denote by CA D .Y ˚XŒ 1; dA/ the
mapping cone of A which fits into the following exact triangle:
A W DX A // DY
}}
CA.
Œ 1
aa
We will use the notation det.DX / D det.HC.DX //˝ det.H .DX // for the determinant
of the Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complex DX . The torsion isomorphism of the mapping cone
triangle A is a canonical isomorphism
T .A/ W det.DY /! det.DX /˝ det.CA/;
see Definition 2.5. Up to a notorious sign-problem, this is a straightforward generalization of
the canonical isomorphism
T .V / W det.V 2/! det.V 1/˝ det.V 3/;
associated to any short exact sequence 0! V 1 ! V 2 ! V 3 ! 0 of finite-dimensional vector
spaces.
Our first main result describes the behavior of torsion isomorphisms under finite rank
perturbations:
On top of the above data, suppose that EX D .X; ıX / and EY D .Y; ıY / are two
Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complexes which are linked by a chain map B W EX ! EY .
1) The paper [8] claims a similar result but unfortunately we have been unable to understand the proof.
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Theorem (Invariance under perturbations). Suppose that the differencesA B WX! Y ,
dX ıX W X ! X , and dY  ıY W Y ! Y are of finite rank. Then the following diagram com-
mutes:
det.DY /
P.EY ;DY /

T.A/ // det.DX /˝ det.CA/
P.EX ;DX /˝P.CB ;CA/

det.EY /
T.B/
// det.EX /˝ det.CB/.
Suppose now that X D ¹Xnºn2Z is a fixed family of separable Hilbert spaces with only
finitely many of them non-zero. Consider the space C of Z-graded Fredholm complexes on X
with all differentials being bounded operators. Furthermore, letM denote the pullback
M WD ®.D;E/ j D D .X; d/; E D .X; ı/ 2 C and d   ı finite rank¯:
Definition 1.1. We giveM the topology inherited from the norm
.D;E/ 7! kdk C kık C kd   ık1;
where k  k denotes the operator norm and k  k1 denotes the trace norm. We say that a map
 W U !M is holomorphic when the composition i ı  W U !M1 is holomorphic, where
i WM !M1 denotes the inclusion of M into its norm-completion M1. A map ˛ WM ! C
is then holomorphic when the pullback ˛ ı  W U ! C is holomorphic for any open subset
U  C and any holomorphic map  W U !M .
The analytic properties of the perturbation isomorphisms can now be expressed as
follows:
Theorem (Analyticity of perturbation isomorphisms). The perturbation isomorphism
.D;E/ 7! P.D;E/
is a holomorphic section of the holomorphic line bundle overM with fibers
Hom.det.E/; det.D//:
Consider the space of triples
X WD ®.D;E;A/ j D;E 2 C and A W D ! E bounded chain map¯:
Definition 1.2. We give X the topology inherited from the operator norm. A map
˛ WX ! C is holomorphic when the pullback ˛ ı  W U ! C is holomorphic for any open
subset U  C and any holomorphic map  W U !X .
The analytic properties of the torsion isomorphisms are then given by the following
result:
Theorem (Analyticity of torsion isomorphisms). The torsion isomorphism
.D;E;A/ 7! T .A/
is a holomorphic section of the holomorphic line bundle overX with fibers
Hom.det.E/; det.D/˝ det.CA//:
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Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we define the torsion isomorphism of an exact
triangle of Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complexes.
In Section 3 we construct the perturbation isomorphisms for finite rank perturbations of
Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complexes and prove their basic algebraic properties. In particular,
they satisfy relations of symmetry and transitivity, to wit:
P.D3;D2/P.D2;D1/ D P.D3;D1/ and P.D2;D1/ D P.D1;D2/ 1:
In Section 4 we compute the perturbation isomorphisms explicitly in a special case where
they do not depend on the differentials but only on the homology groups.
In Section 5 we study the perturbation isomorphisms associated to finite rank pertur-
bations of mapping cone triangles. In particular, we prove the invariance under perturbations
theorem stated above.
In Section 6 we consider two holomorphic families of exact bounded Fredholm chain
complexes such that the difference of differentials is holomorphic in trace norm. In this case, the
perturbation isomorphisms define an invertible function, with values in the complex numbers,
and we prove that it is holomorphic.
In Section 7 we construct the holomorphic structure of the determinant line bundle on the
space of Fredholm complexes.
In Section 8 we generalize the result of Section 6 and prove that the perturbation isomor-
phisms are holomorphic in the sense of Definition 1.1.
Finally, in Section 9 we prove the main result, which says that the torsion isomorphism
is in fact holomorphic in the sense of Definition 1.2.
2. Torsion isomorphisms
In this preliminary section we have collected some algebraic constructions which will be
needed throughout this paper.
In the first subsection we deal with determinants and torsion isomorphisms of finite-
dimensional vector spaces. The constructions are well known but we have to be very careful
with the signs appearing in the various definitions, see [11]. In fact, our signs are not the
standard signs. Instead of using the usual torsion isomorphism det.V 2/! det.V 1/˝ det.V /
of a short exact sequence 0! V 1 ! V 2 ! V ! 0 as our corner stone, we have found it
necessary to multiply this map by the extra sign . 1/dim.V 1/dim.V /. This sign corresponds to
interchanging the factors det.V 1/ and det.V / in the above tensor product.
In the second subsection we extend our constructions to chain complexes of (infinite-
dimensional) vector spaces. The chain complexes which we will consider are Fredholm in the
sense that they have finite-dimensional homology groups. The passage to chain complexes
described here is very similar to Breuning’s construction of determinant functors on triangu-
lated categories using cohomological functors, see [1].
Throughout this section V and W will be vector spaces over a field F . The vector space
of linear maps from V to W will be denoted by L .V;W / and the subspace of linear maps of
finite rank will be denoted byF .V;W /  L .V;W /.
Any linear map A W V ! W has a pseudo-inverse A W W ! V . This is a linear endo-
morphism such that AA W W ! W and 1   AA W V ! V are idempotents with images
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Im.AA/ D Im.A/ and Im.1   AA/ D Ker.A/, where Ker.A/ denotes the kernel of A and
Im.A/ denotes the image of A. Notice that a pseudo-inverse is not unique.
A linear mapA W V ! W is Fredholm when the kernel and the cokernel are finite dimen-
sional over F . In this case the index of A is the difference
Ind.A/ WD dim.Ker.A//   dim.Coker.A//
of dimensions.
2.1. Torsion of vector spaces. Let n 2 N0 and suppose that V is n-dimensional as
a vector space over F . The determinant of V is the one-dimensional vector space defined as the
top part of the exterior algebra over V , thus det.V / WD ƒn.V /. We will often let jV j denote the
determinant of V . Any isomorphism  W V ! W of n-dimensional vector spaces induces an
isomorphism j j WD det./ W jV j ! jW j of determinant lines. This association is functorial,
thus det.2/ ı det.1/ D det.2 ı 1/ and det.1/ D 1. For each non-zero vector v 2 jV j there
is a unique dual vector v 2 jV j such that v.v/ D 1.
The degree map " W ƒ.V /! N0 on the exterior algebra over V is defined on homoge-
neous elements by " W v1 ^    ^ vk 7! k.
Let  W V ! V be an automorphism with 2 D 1. Let V C and V   denote the eigen-
spaces for  associated with the eigenvalues 1 and  1 respectively. The determinant of the
Z=2Z-graded vector space V is the line jV j WD det.V / WD det.V C/˝ det.V  /, where the
“” indicates that we take the dual vector space and “˝” is the tensor product of vector spaces
over F .
Consider a six term exact sequence of finite-dimensional vector spaces
V W V 1C
휕C
// V 2C
iC
// VC
pC

V 
p 
OO
V 2 i 
oo V 1  .휕 oo
Denote
.V 1C/.0/ WD Ker.휕C/; .V 2C/.0/ WD Ker.iC/; .VC/.0/ WD Ker.pC/;
.V 1 /.0/ WD Ker.휕 /; .V 2 /.0/ WD Ker.i /; .V /.0/ WD Ker.p /:
Choose subspaces
.V 1C/.1/  V 1C; .V 2C/.1/  V 2C; .VC/.1/  VC;(2.1)
.V 1 /.1/  V 1  ; .V 2 /.1/  V 2  ; .V /.1/  V 
such that the following vector space decompositions hold,
V 1C D .V 1C/.0/ u .V 1C/.1/; V 2C D .V 2C/.0/ u .V 2C/.1/; VC D .VC/.0/ u .VC/.1/;
V 1  D .V 1 /.0/ u .V 1 /.1/; V 2  D .V 2 /.0/ u .V 2 /.1/; V  D .V /.0/ u .V /.1/:
Here the notation “u” refers to the span of two subspaces with trivial intersection.
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Definition 2.1. The torsion isomorphism of V is the isomorphism
T .V/ W jV 2Cj ˝ jV 2  j ! .jV 1Cj ˝ jV 1  j/˝ .jVCj ˝ jV j/
defined by
T .V/ W .휕C.t1C/ ^ t2C/˝ .휕 .t1 / ^ t2 / 7! . 1/.V/  .p .t / ^ t1C/˝ .pC.tC/ ^ t1 /
˝ .iC.t2C/ ^ tC/˝ .i .t2 / ^ t /
for all non-zero vectors
t1C 2 j.V 1C/.1/j; t2C 2 j.V 2C/.1/j; tC 2 j.VC/.1/j;
t1  2 j.V 1 /.1/j; t2  2 j.V 2 /.1/j; t  2 j.V /.1/j:
The sign exponent is defined by
.V/ WD .".t2C/C 1/  .".t1 /C ".t1C//C ".t1 /  .".tC/C ".t //
C ".t /  .".t2C/C ".t2 //C ".tC/ 2 N0:
It is a consequence of [10, Lemma 2.1.3] that the torsion isomorphism does not depend
on the choice of the subspaces in (2.1).
Notice that the torsion isomorphism is a non-zero vector in a one-dimensional vector
space over F and not a non-zero element in the field F .
2.2. Torsion of chain complexes. Let D1 WD .X1; d1/ and D2 WD .X2; d2/ be two
bounded chain complexes over the field F . Let A W D1 ! D2 be a chain map.
Definition 2.2. The mapping cone of A is the chain complex CA defined by the chains
CAj WD X2j ˚X1j 1 and the differentials
dAj WD
 
d2j Aj 1
0  d1j 1
!
W CAj ! CAj 1
for all j 2 Z.
The notation TD1 will refer to the shifted chain complex. The chains of TD1 are defined
by .TX1/j WD X1j 1 and the differentials are defined by .Td1/j WD  d1j 1 W X1j 1 ! X1j 2
for all j 2 Z.
Definition 2.3. The mapping cone triangle of the chain map A W D1 ! D2 is the
sequence
D W D1 A ! D2 i ! CA p ! TD1
of chain maps, where ij WX2j ! X2j ˚X1j 1 denotes the inclusion and pj WX2j ˚X1j 1 ! X1j 1
is the projection.
The mapping cone triangle gives rise to a long exact sequence of homology groups,
(2.2)    Aj 1     Hj 1.D1/
pj     Hj .CA/
ij     Hj .D2/
Aj     Hj .D1/
pjC1        :
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For a bounded chain complexD, the notationHC.D/ andH .D/ refers to the even and
odd homology groups respectively, thus
HC.D/ WD
M
k2Z
H2k.D/; H .D/ WD
M
k2Z
H2k 1.D/:
Similarly, for a chain mapB WD! of bounded chain complexes, letBC WHC.D/!HC./
and B  W H .D/! H ./ denote the linear maps given by
BC.¹x2kº/ WD ¹B2k.x2k/º; B .¹x2k 1º/ WD ¹B2k 1.x2k 1/º:
The long exact sequence in (2.2) then gives rise to a six term exact sequence
(2.3) H.D/ W HC.D1/ AC // HC.D2/ iC // HC.CA/
pC

H .CA/
p 
OO
H .D2/
i 
oo H .D1/
A 
oo
of even and odd homology groups.
Definition 2.4. A bounded chain complexD is Fredholm when all the homology groups
are finite dimensional.
The index of a Fredholm complex D is the integer
Ind.D/ WD dim.HC.D//   dim.H .D//:
The determinant of a Fredholm complex D is the one-dimensional vector space
jDj WD det.D/ WD jHC.D/j ˝ jH .D/j:
Definition 2.5. Suppose thatD1 andD2 are Fredholm complexes. The torsion isomor-
phism of the mapping cone triangle D is defined as the torsion isomorphism of the associated
six term exact triangle H.D/. It is denoted by
T .D/ WD T .H.D// W jD2j ! jD1j ˝ jCAj:
We remark that it follows from the long exact sequence in (2.2) that CA is a Fredholm
complex whenever D1 and D2 are Fredholm complexes.
3. Perturbation isomorphisms
Throughout this section V and W will be two (infinite-dimensional) vector spaces over
a field F .
Consider two Fredholm operatorsA;B W V ! W and suppose that their differenceA B
has finite rank. In the paper, [4], R. Carey and J. Pincus construct a canonical isomorphism of
the determinant lines associated with A and B . This isomorphism is referred to as the pertur-
bation isomorphism from A to B and it is denoted by
P.B;A/ W det.Ker.A//˝ det.Coker.A// ! det.Ker.B//˝ det.Coker.B//:
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In this section we will generalize the construction of R. Carey and J. Pincus to the
framework of Fredholm complexes. To be more precise, we will consider two Z=2Z-graded
Fredholm complexes
D W XC
dC  ! X  d   ! XC and  W XC
ıC  ! X  ı  ! XC
such that the differences dC   ıC W XC ! X  and d    ı  W X  ! XC both have finite rank.
It is then our aim to construct a canonical isomorphism of determinant lines,
P.;D/ W jHC.D/j ˝ jH .D/j ! jHC./j ˝ jH ./j:
Notice here that HC.D/ WD Ker.dC/=Im.d / and H .D/ WD Ker.d /=Im.dC/ denote the
homology groups of a Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complex D D .X; d/.
The organization of this section is as follows: In the first subsection we review the con-
struction of R. Carey and J. Pincus. In the second subsection we define the perturbation isomor-
phism in theZ=2Z-graded context. In the fourth subsection we prove that our new perturbation
isomorphism is well-defined. This relies on the computation of various determinants and this
computation is carried out in the third subsection. In the last subsection we prove that our
perturbation isomorphisms are symmetric and transitive.
A linear endomorphism T W V ! V is of determinant class when it is invertible and
when 1   T has finite rank. Let T W V ! V be of determinant class and let E  V be a finite-
dimensional invariant subspace for T with Im.1   T /  E. The determinant of T is then
defined as the invertible number
det.T / WD det.T jE / 2 F;
where det.T jE / denotes the determinant of the restriction of T to E.
3.1. Perturbations of Fredholm operators. Throughout this subsection we consider
A;B W V ! W to be Fredholm operators such that the difference A   B has finite rank.
Let us recall the construction due to R. Carey and J. Pincus of a canonical isomorphism
P.B;A/ W det.Ker.A//˝ det.Coker.A// ! det.Ker.B//˝ det.Coker.B//;
see [4, Section 3]. This isomorphism is referred to as the perturbation isomorphism from A
to B .
Choose pseudo-inversesA and B W W ! V of the Fredholm operatorsA andB . These
pseudo-inverses are again Fredholm operators with indices given by
(3.1) Ind.A/ D  Ind.A/ D  Ind.B/ D Ind.B/:
Remark that Ind.A/ D Ind.B/ since A   B has finite rank by assumption.
Denote
PA WD 1   AA; PB WD 1   BB W V ! V
and
QA WD 1   AA; QB WD 1   BB W W ! W
for the various idempotents associated with the pseudo-inverses A and B. Notice that all
these idempotents are of finite rank. Indeed,
Im.PA/ D Ker.A/; Im.PB/ D Ker.B/;
Im.QA/ D Ker.A/; Im.QB/ D Ker.B/:
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Suppose that the common index of A and B is less than or equal to zero. Choose a linear
map L W Ker.A/! W such that the composition
Ker.A/
L ! W  ! Coker.A/
is injective. Choose a linear map M W Ker.B/! V such that the composition
Ker.B/
M ! V  ! Coker.B/
is surjective. It then follows from the index identity (3.1) that the vector spaces Ker.M/ and
W=.Im.A/C Im.L// are isomorphic. Choose a linear map N W Ker.M/! W such that the
composition
Ker.M/
N ! W  ! W=.Im.A/C Im.L//
is an isomorphism. ExtendN to Ker.B/ by letting it equal zero on some algebraic complement
of Ker.M/  Ker.B/. The data .L;M;N / will be referred to as a perturbation triple.
The perturbation triple is defined in such a way that the linear endomorphism
† WD .AC LPA/.B CMQB/CNQB W W ! W
is an isomorphism of determinant class.
Definition 3.1. Suppose that the common index of A and B is less than or equal to zero.
The perturbation isomorphism from A to B is the isomorphism
P.B;A/ W det.Ker.A//˝ det.Coker.A// ! det.Ker.B//˝ det.Coker.B//
defined by
P.B;A/ W s ˝ .Ls ^Nt1/ 7! det.†/ 1  .Mt0 ˝ .t0 ^ t1//
for all non-trivial vectors s 2 det.Ker.A//, t1 2 det.Ker.M// and t0 2 det.Ker.N //.
Suppose that the common index of A and B is greater than or equal to zero. Choose
a linear map L W Ker.A/! W such that the composition
Ker.A/
L ! W  ! Coker.A/
is surjective. Choose a linear map M W Ker.B/! V such that the composition
Ker.B/
M ! V  ! Coker.B/
is injective. As above we may then choose a linear map N W Ker.L/! V such that the com-
position
Ker.L/
N ! V  ! V=.Im.M/C Im.B//
is an isomorphism. The map N is extended to Ker.A/ by letting it equal zero on a vector space
complement of Ker.L/  Ker.A/. As above, we refer to the data .L;M;N / as a perturbation
triple.
The isomorphism of determinant class is in this case given by
† D .B CMQB/.AC LPA/CNPA W V ! V:
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Definition 3.2. Suppose that the common index of A and B is greater than or equal to
zero. The perturbation isomorphism from A to B is the isomorphism
P.B;A/ W det.Ker.A//˝ det.Coker.A// ! det.Ker.B//˝ det.Coker.B//
defined by
P.B;A/ W s0 ^ s1 ˝ .Ls1/ 7! det.†/ 1  ..Ns0 ^Mt/˝ t/
for all non-trivial vectors s0 2 det.Ker.L//, s1 2 det.Ker.N // and t 2 det.Coker.B//.
It is proved in [4, Theorem 11] that the perturbation isomorphism is independent of the
choice of pseudo-inverses of A and B and of the choice of perturbation triple .L;M;N /.
The main algebraic properties of the perturbation isomorphism are proved in [4, Theo-
rem 12]. The result is stated here for the convenience of the reader.
Theorem 3.1. Let A;B;C W V ! W be Fredholm operators and suppose that the dif-
ferences A   B and B   C are of finite rank. Then the following holds:
(1) P.A;B/ ı P.B;A/ D 1.
(2) P.C;B/ ı P.B;A/ D P.C;A/.
3.2. Perturbations of Fredholm complexes. Throughout this subsection D D .X; d/
and  D .X; ı/ will be Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complexes over F such that the differences of
differentials dC   ıC W XC ! X  and d    ı  W X  ! XC have finite rank. We will say that
 is a finite rank perturbation of D.
Out of this data, we are interested in constructing a canonical isomorphism
P.;D/ W jHC.D/j ˝ jH .D/j ! jHC./j ˝ jH ./j
of determinant lines. We will sometimes apply the short notation jDj WD jHC.D/j˝jH .D/j
for the determinant of a Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complex D.
Choose a pseudo-inverse of the Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complex D,
D W X 
d

C  ! XC
d

   ! X :
This means that D is a Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complex and that dC and d  are pseudo-
inverses of dC W XC ! X  and d  W X  ! XC, respectively. We remark that D can be
constructed as follows: Choose subspaces .XC/.1/  XC and .X /.1/  X  such that
Ker.dC/u .XC/.1/ D XC and Ker.d /u .X /.1/ D X :
Furthermore, choose (finite-dimensional) subspaces FC  Ker.dC/ and F   Ker.d / such
that
Im.d /u FC D Ker.dC/ and Im.dC/u F  D Ker.d /:
The pseudo-inverses dC W X  ! XC and d  W XC ! X  are then defined by the requirements
Ker.dC/ D F  u .X /.1/; Im.dC/ D .XC/.1/;
Ker.d / D FC u .XC/.1/; Im.d / D .X /.1/:
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Denote
C WD dC C d  W XC ! X  and   WD d  C dC W X  ! XC:
Remark that C and   are Fredholm operators. Furthermore,   is a pseudo-inverse of C.
The associated idempotents are denoted by
PC WD 1    C W XC ! XC and P  WD 1   C  W X  ! X :
Remark that the quotient maps induce isomorphisms
Im.PC/ Š HC.D/ and Im.P / Š H .D/:
Lemma 3.3. There exists a pseudo-inverse
 W X 
de

C   ! XC
ı    ! X 
of the Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complex  such that  is a finite rank perturbation of D.
Proof. Start by choosing a pseudo-inverse ıC W X  ! XC of ıC W XC ! X  such that
the difference
ı

C   dC W X  ! XC
is a finite rank operator. Remark that care should be taken at this point. Indeed, since the
operator ıC is not necessarily a Fredholm operator, there might exist pseudo-inverses of ıC
which do not satisfy the above finite rank condition.
Next, choose a pseudo-inverse ı  W XC ! X  of ı  W X  ! XC such that
 W X 
ı

C  ! XC
ı

  ! X 
becomes a Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complex. We need to prove that the difference
ı    d  W XC ! X 
is an operator of finite rank. However, this is true if and only if the difference
.ıC C ı /   .dC C d / W XC ! X 
is of finite rank. To prove that this last difference is of finite rank, we note that ıC C ı  is
a pseudo-inverse of ı  C ıC. Likewise, dC C d  is a pseudo-inverse of d  C dC. Recall also
that ı  C ıC and d  C dC are Fredholm operators. The result now follows since the difference
.ı  C ıC/   .d  C dC/ W X  ! XC
is an operator of finite rank. Indeed, for any pair of Fredholm operators A and B W V ! W
with A   B 2 F .V;W / we have that A   B 2 F .W; V / for any pair of pseudo-inverses
A; B W W ! V .
Choose a pseudo-inverse of ,
 W X 
ı

C  ! XC
ı

  ! X 
which is a finite rank perturbation of D.
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Denote
C WD ıC C ı  W XC ! X  and   WD ı  C ıC W X  ! XC
for the associated Fredholm operators. The idempotents arising from this pair are denoted by
QC WD 1    C W XC ! XC and Q  WD 1   C  W X  ! X :
The quotient maps then induce isomorphisms
Im.QC/ Š HC./ and Im.Q / Š H ./:
Definition 3.4. The perturbation isomorphism of the finite rank perturbation D ! 
of Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complexes is defined as the perturbation isomorphism of the finite
rank perturbation of Fredholm operators C ! C, see Definition 3.1 and Definition 3.2. The
perturbation isomorphism is denoted by
P.;D/ W jHC.D/j ˝ jH .D/j ! jHC./j ˝ jH ./j:
Remark that we have tacitly applied the canonical isomorphisms of determinant lines
jDj Š jKer.C/j ˝ jCoker.C/j and jj Š jKer.C/j ˝ jCoker.C/j in the above defini-
tion. These isomorphisms come from the canonical isomorphism of vector spaces
HC.D/ Š Ker.C/; H .D/ Š Coker.C/;
HC./ Š Ker.C/; H ./ Š Coker.C/:
We need to prove that the perturbation isomorphism is well-defined in this new context.
That is, it should be independent of the choice of pseudo-inverses D and . We will show
that this is indeed the case in Section 3.4. The proof of this result requires some preliminary
observations on the determinants of certain operators. These observations are made in the next
subsection.
3.3. The determinants of some linear operators. Let A;B W V ! V be endomor-
phisms of a vector space V . Suppose that their squares are trivial A2 D 0 D B2 and that their
sum is a finite rank operator, AC B 2 F .V /.
The operators 1C A and 1C B are then invertible operators. Furthermore, their product
.1C A/.1C B/ D 1C AC B C AB D 1C .AC B/.1C B/ W V ! V
is of determinant class.
Lemma 3.5. We have
det..1C A/.1C B// D 1:
Proof. Notice that the image of AC B 2 F .V / is an invariant subspace for both of the
invertible operators 1C A and 1C B . Indeed, we have the identities
.1C A/.AC B/ D .AC B/.1C B/
and
.1C B/.AC B/ D .AC B/.1C A/:
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It follows that the determinants in question can be expressed as a product of determinants,
det
 
.1C A/.1C B/ D det .1C A/.1C B/jIm.ACB/
D det .1C A/jIm.ACB/  det .1C B/jIm.ACB/:
But both of the determinants in this factorization are trivial since we have A2 D 0 D B2 by
assumption.
Consider now an arbitrary isomorphism  W V ! V of determinant class. Furthermore,
let T W V ! W be an injective Fredholm operator and let S W W ! V be a surjective Fredholm
operator. Suppose that the differences TS   1 W W ! W and ST   1 W V ! V are operators
of finite rank. This implies that
dim.Ker.S// D Ind.S/ D  Ind.T / D dim.Coker.T //:
Choose a linear map N W Ker.S/! W such that the composition
Ker.S/
N ! W  ! Coker.T /
becomes an isomorphism. Here the last map is the quotient map. Extend the linear map N
to a linear map N W W ! W by letting it equal zero on some vector space complement of
Ker.S/  W .
Lemma 3.6. The linear maps
† WD TS CN; † WD TS CN W W ! W
are both of determinant class and their determinants satisfy the relation
det.†/ D det./  det.†/:
Proof. The fact that † and † are of determinant class follows immediately since the
linear maps TS   1 W W ! W ,    1 W V ! V and N W W ! W are of finite rank.
In order to prove the identity of determinants we start by writing down an inverse of †.
To this end, choose pseudo-inverses
T  W W ! V; S W V ! W; N  W W ! W
such that
T N D SN  D 0 and NS D N T D 0:
The inverse of † is then given by the formula
† 1 D N  C ST  W W ! W:
This implies that
† 1† D .N  C ST /.TS CN/ D N N C SS:
In particular, we get that
det.† 1†/ D det SS W Im.S/! Im.S/ D det./:
This proves the statement of the lemma.
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3.4. Independence of pseudo-inverses. We are now ready to prove that our perturba-
tion isomorphism is independent of the choices of pseudo-inverses. This is the subject of the
present subsection.
Let us make the general assumption that the common index of our Fredholm complexes
Ind.D/ D Ind./  0
is less than or equal to zero. The independence result for the perturbation isomorphism can be
verified in a similar fashion when the common index is greater than or equal to zero.
Choose alternative pseudo-inverses
D] W X 
d
]
C  ! XC
d
]
   ! X  and ] W X 
ı
]
C  ! XC
ı
]
  ! X 
of the Fredholm complexes
D W XC
dC  ! X 
d   ! XC and  W XC
ıC  ! X 
ı  ! XC:
As in Section 3.2 it is required that the differences
d
]
C   ı]C W X  ! XC and d ]    ı]  W XC ! X 
are operators of finite rank.
The associated Fredholm operators are denoted by
C WD dC C d ]  W XC ! X ;   WD d  C d ]C W X  ! XC;C WD ıC C ı]  W XC ! X ;   WD ı  C ı]C W X  ! XC:
The idempotents of finite rank are denoted by
PC WD 1   C W XC ! XC; P  WD 1  C  W X  ! X ;QC WD 1   C W XC ! XC; Q  WD 1  C  W X  ! X :
The relations between the various Fredholm operators is encoded in the following eight
invertible maps,
d  WD 1   d d  C d d ]  W XC ! XC;(3.2)
ƒd  WD 1   d d  C d ] d  W X  ! X ;
dC WD 1   dCdC C dCd ]C W X  ! X ;
ƒdC WD 1   dCdC C d ]CdC W XC ! XC;
ı  WD 1   ı ı  C ı ı]  W XC ! XC;
ƒı  WD 1   ı ı  C ı] ı  W X  ! X ;
ıC WD 1   ıCıC C ıCı]C W X  ! X ;
ƒıC WD 1   ıCıC C ı]CıC W XC ! XC:
Here the invertibility follows by noting that all the maps are of the form 1C A, where A has
trivial square. Remark that these invertible maps are not necessarily of determinant class.
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Lemma 3.7. We have the relations
ƒd Cd  DC W XC ! X ; ƒdC dC D  W X  ! XC;
ƒı Cı  DC W XC ! X ; ƒıC ıC D  W X  ! XC
between the Fredholm operators associated with different choices of pseudo-inverses.
Proof. We will only verify the first of these identities. The proof of the other identities
is similar. This first identity follows from the computation
ƒd Cd  D .1   d d  C d ] d /.dC C d /.1   d d  C d d ] /
D .dC C d ] d d /.1   d d  C d d ] /
D dC C d ] d d d d ] 
DC:
It follows from the above lemma that the isomorphisms in (3.2) induce isomorphisms
d  W Ker.C/! Ker.C/; dC W Ker. /! Ker. /;(3.3)
ƒd  W Coker.C/! Coker.C/; ƒdC W Coker. /! Coker. /;
ı  W Ker.C/! Ker.C/; ıC W Ker. /! Ker. /;
ƒı  W Coker.C/! Coker.C/; ƒıC W Coker. /! Coker. /
between the various kernels and cokernels of our Fredholm operators.
Let us now choose a perturbation triple .L;M;N / for the finite rank perturbation
C ! C of Fredholm operators. Recall that the composition
Ker.C/
L ! X   ! Coker.C/
is an injective map and that the composition
Ker. /
M ! XC  ! Coker. /
is a surjective map. Recall furthermore that the composition
Ker.M/
N ! X   ! X =.Im.L/C Im.C//
is an isomorphism. The mapN W Ker. /! X  is extended to Ker. / by letting it equal zero
on a vector space complement of Ker.M/  Ker. /.
Define the linear maps L WD ƒd Ld  W Ker.C/! X ;M WD ƒıCMıC W Ker. /! XC;N WD ƒd NıC W Ker. /! X 
by combining the isomorphisms in (3.3) with the perturbation triple .L;M;N /.
Lemma 3.8. The triple of linear maps .L; M; N/ is a perturbation triple for the finite
rank perturbationC !C.
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Proof. This follows by construction, since .L;M;N / is a perturbation triple for the
finite rank perturbation C ! C.
Lemma 3.9. The maps between the homology groups of D and  induced by the per-
turbation triple .L;M;N / and the perturbation triple .L; M; N/ agree.
Proof. This follows by noting that the maps
d ; ı  W XC ! XC; dC; ıC W X  ! X ;
ƒd ; ƒı  W X  ! X ; ƒdC; ƒıC W XC ! XC
all induce the identity map on the various homology groups in question. Indeed, this implies
that we have the following identities,
L D L W HC.D/! H .D/;
M D M W H ./! HC./;
N D N W HC.D/! H ./
at the level of homology groups between the various maps induced by the perturbation
triples.
Denote † WD .C C LPC/.  C M Q /C N Q  W X  ! X 
for the isomorphism of determinant class associated with the finite rank perturbationC !C
and the perturbation triple .L; M; N/.
Likewise, we have the isomorphism of determinant class
† WD .C C LPC/.  CMQ /CNQ  W X  ! X :
Lemma 3.10. The determinants det.†/ and det.†/ coincide.
Proof. Remark first that we have the identities
PCd  D PC; PCd  D PC and Q ıC D Q ; Q ıC D Q :
Using Lemma 3.7 and the definition of the perturbation triple .L; M; N/ we can then
compute as follows,† D .C C LPC/.  C M Q /C N Q 
D ƒd .Cd  C Ld PC/ƒıC. ıC CMıC Q /Cƒd NıC Q 
D ƒd .C C LPCPC/d ƒıC.  CMQ  Q /ıC Cƒd NQ  Q ıC
D ƒd 
 
.C C LPC/..1   PC/C PCPC/d ƒıC.  CMQ /CNQ 
 ..1  Q /CQ  Q /ıC:
Next, we notice that the compositions
d ƒıC W XC ! XC; ıCƒd  W X  ! X 
are of determinant class and have trivial determinants. This is a consequence of Lemma 3.5.
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An application of Lemma 3.6 therefore yields that
det.†/ D det.†/  det..1   PC/C PCPC/  det..1  Q /CQ  Q /:
It is thus enough to show that
det..1   PC/C PCPC/ D 1 D det..1  Q /CQ  Q /:
But this follows from the identities PCPCPC D PC and Q  Q Q  D Q , which can
be verified by a direct computation.
A combination of the results of Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.10 now shows that the pertur-
bation isomorphism P.;D/ W jDj ! jj is independent of the choice of pseudo-inversesD
and . Since we already know from the work of R. Carey and J. Pincus that the perturbation
isomorphism P.;D/ is independent of the choice of perturbation triple .L;M;N /, we obtain
the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2. The perturbation isomorphism P.;D/ W jDj ! jj associated with
the finite rank perturbation of Fredholm complexes D !  is independent of the choice of
pseudo-inverses D and  and of the choice of perturbation triple .L;M;N /.
3.5. Algebraic properties of perturbation isomorphisms. Throughout this subsec-
tion D1 D .X; d1/, D2 D .X; d2/ and D3 D .X; d3/ will be Z=2Z-graded Fredholm com-
plexes such that the differences
d1C   d2C; d2C   d3C W XC ! X  and d1    d2 ; d2    d3  W X  ! XC
are of finite rank.
We will then state the main algebraic properties of the perturbation isomorphisms. This
is the analogue of Theorem 3.1 in the context of Fredholm complexes.
Theorem 3.3. The perturbation isomorphisms satisfy the relations of symmetry and
transitivity:
(1) P.D1;D2/ D P.D2;D1/ 1.
(2) P.D3;D2/ ı P.D2;D1/ D P.D3;D1/.
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 3.1. Indeed, the perturbation isomorphisms
for Fredholm complexes are defined in terms of the perturbation isomorphisms for Fredholm
operators, see Definition 3.4. For the sake of completeness we give a detailed proof of the
second identity and leave the first identity to the reader.
For each j 2 ¹1; 2; 3º we choose a pseudo-inverse
.Dj / W X 
.d
j
C/    ! XC
.d
j
 /    ! X 
in such a way that the differences
.d1C/   .d2C/; .d2C/   .d3C/ W X  ! XC
and
.d1 /   .d2 /; .d2 /   .d3 / W XC ! X 
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are all of finite rank. For each j 2 ¹1; 2; 3º we denote the associated Fredholm operators by

j
C WD d jC C .d j / W XC ! X  and j  WD d j  C .d jC/ W X  ! XC:
By definition we then have that
P.D3;D2/ D P.3C; 2C/;
P.D2;D1/ D P.2C; 1C/;
P.D3;D1/ D P.3C; 1C/:
An application of Theorem 3.1 then shows that
P.D3;D2/ ı P.D2;D1/ D P.3C; 2C/ ı P.2C; 1C/
D P.3C; 1C/
D P.D3;D1/:
This proves the theorem.
4. Vanishing of perturbation determinants
Throughout this section, D WD .X; d/ will be a Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complex.
Choose nC; n  2 N0 such that Ind.D/ D n    nC and let C WD .FnC ˚ Fn  ; 0/. The
direct sum D WD D ˚ C WD .X;d/ is then again a Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complex and
Ind.D/ D Ind.D/C nC   n  D 0:
Fix two linear maps F  W Fn  ! XC and FC W FnC ! X  such that
dC ı F  D 0 and d  ı FC D 0:
Furthermore, let NC W FnC ! Fn  be a linear map such that
F NC D 0 and FC.Ker.NC// D Im.FC/:
Define the perturbed differential yd on X by
ydC WD
 
dC FC
0 NC
!
W XC ˚ FnC ! X  ˚ Fn  ;
yd  WD
 
d  F 
0 0
!
W X  ˚ Fn  ! XC ˚ FnC :
Let yD WD .X; yd/ denote the associated Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complex.
The main aim of this section is to provide a simple description of the perturbation iso-
morphism
P. yD; D/ W jDj ! j yDj
associated with the finite rank perturbation D ! yD. We start with a preliminary lemma.
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Lemma 4.1. Let QC  Ker.dC/ and Q   Ker.d / be subspaces such that the quo-
tient maps
QC ! Ker.dC/=.Im.d /C Im.F //
and
Q  ! Ker.d /=.Im.dC/C Im.FC//
are isomorphisms. Let EC W XC ! XC and E  W X  ! X  be idempotents with
ECjIm.d /CIm.F / D 0; E jIm.dC/CIm.FC/ D 0;
Im.EC/ D QC; Im.E / D Q :
Furthermore, let  W Fn  ! Fn  be an idempotent with Im. / D Im.NC/. Then the linear
maps
C WD
 
EC 0
0 1
!
W XC ˚ FnC ! XC ˚ FnC ;
  WD
 
E  0
0 1   
!
W X  ˚ Fn  ! X  ˚ Fn 
induce injective maps C W HC. yD/! HC.D/ and   W H . yD/! H .D/.
Proof. It is clear that the map C induces a map between the homology groupsHC. yD/
and HC.D/. Suppose thus that ŒEC;  D 0 in HC.D/ for some .; / 2 XC ˚ FnC with
.dC C FC;NC/ D 0. It then follows that  D 0 and EC D 0. We therefore also have
that  2 Ker.dC/. Now, since the quotient map QC ! Ker.dC/=.Im.d /C Im.F // is an
isomorphism we may find a .; / 2 X  ˚ Fn  such that d C F CEC D . But this
shows that .; / D .d CF ; 0/ 2 Im. yd / and we conclude that C W HC. yD/! HC.D/
is injective.
A similar argument proves that   induces an injective map
  W H . yD/! H . yD/:
Define the subspaces
WC WD ¹ 2 Ker.NC/ j FC./ 2 Im.dC/º;
W  WD ¹ 2 Fn  j F ./ 2 Im.d /º:
We are now ready to state the main result of this section.
Proposition 4.2. Let L W HC.D/! H .D/ and M W H . yD/! HC. yD/ be isomor-
phisms. Suppose that there exist subspaces VC  Ker.NC/, QC  Ker.dC/, ZC  Ker.FC/
and V   Fn  , Q   Ker.d / such that:
(1) Ker.NC/ D VC uWC, FnC D VC uWC uZC and Fn  D V  uW .
(2) The quotient maps
QC ! Ker.dC/=.Im.d /C Im.F // and Q  ! Ker.d /=.Im.dC/C Im.FC//
are isomorphisms.
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(3) LŒF .v /; vCCzC D ŒFC.vC/; v CNCzC for all vC 2 VC, zC 2 ZC and v  2 V .
(4) The diagram
H . yD/
M

  // H .D/
L 1

HC. yD/
C
// HC.D/
commutes, where C and   are defined as in Lemma 4.1.
The perturbation isomorphism P. yD; D/ is then given by
P. yD; D/ W sC ˝ .LsC/ 7!Ms  ˝ s 
for all non-zero vectors sC 2 det.HC.D// and s  2 det.H . yD//.
The proof of the above proposition will be carried out in several steps. The first step
consists of constructing reasonable pseudo-inverses of D and yD.
To this end, choose a pseudo-inverse
D W X 
d

C  ! XC
d

   ! X 
of D such that
.d F /jV  D 0; d EC D 0; E d  D 0;
.d

CFC/jVC D 0; dCE  D 0; ECdC D 0:
The Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complex
D W X  ˚ Fn 

d

C 0
0 0

      ! XC ˚ FnC

d  0
0 0

      ! X  ˚ Fn 
is then a pseudo-inverse of D.
In order to find a pseudo-inverse of yD, define the maps
G  W X  ! FnC and GC W XC ! Fn 
by
G jQ CIm.dC/CIm.d / D 0; G .FC.vC// D vC;
GCjQCCIm.d /CIm.dC/ D 0; GC.F .v // D v 
for all vC 2 VC and v  2 V . Furthermore, define a pseudo-inverse of NC W FnC ! Fn 
such that V  u .1   /W  D Ker.N C/ and Im.N C/ D ZC. Here we are using the fact that
Fn  D V  u .1   /W  u Im.NC/.
Lemma 4.3. The Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complex
yD W X  ˚ Fn 

d

C 0
G  N C

        ! XC ˚ FnC

d  0
GC 0

        ! X  ˚ Fn 
is a pseudo-inverse of yD.
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Proof. Notice first that yd  ydC D 0 and ydC yd  D 0. It is therefore enough to prove
the identities
ydC ydC ydC D ydC; ydC ydC ydC D ydC
and
yd  yd  yd  D yd ; yd  yd  yd  D yd :
We will focus on proving the two identities involving ydC and ydC since the proof of the
remaining two identities is similar.
To this end, remark that
ydC ydC D
 
dC FC
0 NC
! 
d

C 0
G  N C
!
D
 
FCG  C dCdC 0
0 NCN C
!
:
This implies that
ydC ydC ydC D
 
dC FCG FC C dCdCFC
0 NC
!
D ydC
and furthermore that
ydC ydC ydC D
 
d

C 0
G FCG  N C
!
D ydC:
These computations prove the lemma.
We can now define the Fredholm operators
C WD dC C d ; C WD ydC C yd  W XC ˚ FnC ! X  ˚ Fn  ;
and
  WD d  C dC;   WD yd  C ydC W X  ˚ Fn  ! XC ˚ FnC :
The next step in the proof of Proposition 4.2 is to construct appropriate isomorphisms
L W Ker.C/! Ker. / and M W Ker. /! Ker.C/
which induce
det.L/ W det.HC.D//! det.H .D// and det.M/ W det.H . yD//! det.HC. yD//
at the level of determinants of homology groups.
To carry out this step, we need a better understanding of the homology groups HC. yD/
and H . yD/. This is provided by the following lemma:
Lemma 4.4. The idempotents …C WD 1    C and …  WD 1   C  induce isomor-
phisms
…C W QC ˚WC ! Ker.C/ and …  W Q  ˚ .1   /W  ! Ker. /:
The inverses are induced by the maps C 2 L .XC/ and   2 L .X /.
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Proof. We will only prove the claim on …C since the case of …  follows a similar
pattern.
Remark first that C.; / D .EC; / 2 QC˚WC whenever .; / 2 Ker.C/. Indeed,
since EC 2 QC by definition of EC it suffices to show that  2 WC. But this follows by
noting that NC D 0 and FC 2 Im.dC/ since FCC dC D 0.
To continue, we compute that
…C D 1   ydC ydC   yd  yd (4.1)
D 1  
 
d

C 0
G  N C
! 
dC FC
0 NC
!
 
 
d  F 
0 0
! 
d  0
GC 0
!
D
 
1   dCdC   d d    F GC  dCFC
0 1  G FC  N CNC
!
:
The above computation implies that
C…C D
 
EC 0
0 1  G FC  N CNC
!
:
This shows that
.C…C/jQC˚WC D 1:
To prove the claim on …C it is therefore enough to show that C W Ker.C/! QC ˚WC is
injective. But this is a consequence of Lemma 4.1.
Let us now choose an isomorphismL W Ker.C/! Ker. / such that
L .F .v /; vC C zC/ D .FC.vC/; v  CNCzC/;
L .QC ˚WC/ D Q  ˚ .1   /W 
for all v  2 V , vC 2 VC and zC 2 ZC. We may furthermore arrange that the isomorphism
L induces det.L/ W det.HC.D//! det.H .D// at the level of determinants of homology
groups. Remark here that
Ker.C/ D .F V  uQC/˚ FnC and Ker. / D .Q  u FC.VC//˚ Fn  :
Choose the isomorphism M WD …CL  1  W Ker. /! Ker.C/, see Lemma 4.4. It
then follows from Proposition 4.2 (4) that M induces det.M/ W det.H . yD//! det.HC. yD//
at the level of determinants of homology groups.
To prove Proposition 4.2 it therefore suffices to show that the determinant of
† WD .  CM… /.C CLPC/ W XC ! XC
is equal to one, where PC WD 1    C.
Lemma 4.5. We have det.†/ D 1.
Proof. We compute each of the four terms in the product
† D  C CM… C C  LPC CM… LPC
separately.
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The first term is given by
 C D
 
.d  C dC/.dC C d / 0
G .dC C d / 0
!
D 1   PC:
To compute the second term we note that a computation similar to (4.1) yields that
…  D
 
1   d d    dCdC   FCG   d F 
0 1  GCF   NCN C
!
:
This implies that
… C D
 
 FCG .dC C d / 0
0 0
!
D 0:
In particular, we have thatM… C D 0.
In order to compute the third term, let vC 2 VC, v  2 V , wC 2 WC, zC 2 ZC and
qC 2 QC. Then
. L /.F .v /C qC; vC C wC C zC/ D  L .qC; wC/C  .FCvC; v  CNCzC/
D
 
0 F 
0 0
!
L .qC; wC/C .F v ; vC C zC/:
The last term is given by
.M… L /.F .v /C qC; vC C wC C zC/ D .…CL  1 … L /.qC; wC/
D …C.qC; wC/
D .qC   dCFCwC; wC/
for all vC 2 VC, v  2 V , wC 2 WC, zC 2 ZC and qC 2 QC.
It follows from the above computations that
† D 1C
 
0 F 
0 0
!
L
 
EC 0
0 1  G FC  N CNC
!
C
 
0  dCFC.1  G FC  N CNC/
0 0
!
:
But this shows that det.†/ D 1 since the finite rank operator 
0 F 
0 0
!
L
 
EC 0
0 1  G FC  N CNC
!
C
 
0  dCFC.1  G FC  N CNC/
0 0
!
W XC ! XC
has trivial square.
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5. Perturbations of mapping cone triangles
Throughout this section, D1 WD .X1; d1/ and D2 WD .X2; d2/ will be Z=2Z-graded
Fredholm complexes. Furthermore, these two complexes will be linked by a chain map
A W D1 ! D2:
The mapping cone of A will be denoted by D WD .X; d/ WD CA.
The notation T .D/ W jD2j ! jD1j ˝ jDj will refer to the torsion isomorphism associ-
ated with the mapping cone triangle
D1
A ! D2 i ! D p ! TD1:
See Definition 2.5.
On top of this data, we will consider two alternative differentials ı1 W X1 ! X1 and
ı2 W X2 ! X2 on the chains ofD1 andD2, respectively. The resulting complexes are denoted
by1 WD .X1; ı1/ and2 WD .X2; ı2/. Let also B W 1 ! 2 be a chain map and denote the
mapping cone complex by  WD .X; ı/ WD CB .
It will be a standing assumption that dC   ıC W XC ! X  and d    ı  W X  ! XC
have finite rank.
It follows from this assumption that the complexes1,2 and are Fredholm. Further-
more their determinants are linked to the determinants of D1, D2 and D by the perturbation
isomorphisms,
P.1;D1/ W jD1j ! j1j; P.2;D2/ W jD2j ! j2j and P.;D/ W jDj ! jj:
See Section 3.2.
We let T ./ W j2j ! j1j ˝ jj denote the torsion isomorphism associated with the
mapping cone triangle
1
B ! 2 j !  q ! T1:
The main result of this section can now be announced. It provides a fundamental relation
between perturbation isomorphisms and torsion isomorphisms.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that dC  ıC W XC ! X  and d   ı  W X  ! XC have finite
rank and that D1 and D2 are Fredholm. Then the following diagram commutes,
jD2j
P.2;D2/

T.D/
// jD1j ˝ jDj
P.1;D1/˝P.;D/

j2j
T./
// j1j ˝ jj.
The proof of this theorem will be carried out in several steps during the next subsections.
In the first subsection we shall see how we can reduce the theorem to the case where all the
involved complexes have index zero. In the second subsection we will reduce the problem
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further to the case where the subcomplexes D2 and 2 are exact. In the third subsection we
will prove the theorem when D2 and 2 are assumed to be exact and then finally, in the last
subsection, we shall recollect our results and give a full proof of Theorem 5.1.
5.1. Reduction to index zero. Let nC; n  2 N0 and mC; m  2 N0 be non-negative
integers with Ind.D1/ D n    nC and Ind.D2/ D m   mC.
Consider the Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complexes
C 1 WD .FnC ˚ Fn  ; 0/ and C 2 WD .FmC ˚ Fm  ; 0/:
Form the direct sums D1 WD D1 ˚ C 1, D2 WD D2 ˚ C 2 and D WD D ˚ TC 1 ˚ C 2. Remark
that all of these Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complexes have index zero.
Let T .D/ W jD2j ! jD1j ˝ jDj denote the torsion isomorphism associated with the six
term exact sequence
HC.D1/˚ FnC .AC˚0/ // HC.D2/˚ FmC iC˚C // HC.D/˚ Fn  ˚ FmC
pC˚C

H .D/˚ FnC ˚ Fm 
p ˚ 
OO
H .D2/˚ Fm 
i ˚ 
oo H .D1/˚ Fn  ,
.A ˚0/
oo
where C W FmC ! Fn  ˚ FmC ,   W Fm  ! FnC ˚ Fm  and C W Fn  ˚ FmC ! Fn  ,
  W FnC ˚ Fm  ! FnC are the obvious inclusion and projection maps.
We may apply a similar construction to the Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complexes 1, 2
and . In this way we obtain a torsion isomorphism T ./ W j2j ! j1j ˝ jj.
We denote the perturbation isomorphisms coming from the finite rank perturbationsD1 ! 1, D2 ! 2 and D !  by
P.1; D1/ W jD1j ! j1j P.2; D2/ W jD2j ! j2j and P.; D/ W jDj ! jj:
The main result of this subsection can now be announced. It provides the first step in
the proof of Theorem 5.1. Indeed, with the next proposition in hand, we only need to prove
Theorem 5.1 in the case where all the involved complexes have index zero.
Proposition 5.1. The diagram
(5.1) jD2j
P.2;D2/

T.D/
// jD1j ˝ jDjV
P.1;D1/˝P.;D/

j2j
T./
// j1j ˝ jj
commutes if and only if the diagram
(5.2) jD2j
P.2;D2/

T.D/
// jD1j ˝ jDj
P.1;D1/˝P.;D/

j2j
T./ // j1j ˝ jj
commutes.
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The proof of Proposition 5.1 will rely on two lemmas.
Let us fix non-zero vectors !1C 2 jFnC j, !1  2 jFn  j and !2C 2 jFmC j, !2  2 jFm  j. We
then have the isomorphisms
i!1 W jD1j ! jD1j; i!1 W s1C ˝ .s1 / 7! .s1C ^ !1C/˝ .s1  ^ !1 /;
i!2 W jD2j ! jD2j; i!2 W s2C ˝ .s2 / 7! .s2C ^ !2C/˝ .s2  ^ !2 /;
i! W jDj ! jDj; i! W sC ˝ s  7! .sC ^ !1  ^ !2C/˝ .s  ^ !1C ^ !2 /:
The same notation will be applied for the corresponding isomorphisms for the Z=2Z-graded
Fredholm complexes 1, 1, etc.
The first lemma provides a relation between the torsion isomorphisms
T .D/ W jD2j ! jD1j ˝ jDj and T .D/ W jD2j ! jD1j ˝ jDj:
We notice that a similar relation will hold for the torsion isomorphisms
T ./ W j2j ! j1j ˝ jj and T ./ W j2j ! j1j ˝ jj:
Lemma 5.2. The diagram
jD2j
i
!2

T.D/
// jD1j ˝ jDjV
i
!1
˝i!

jD2j
T.D/ // jD1j ˝ jDj
commutes up to the sign . 1/n CnC.mCCm /.
Proof. Fix non-zero vectors
t1C 2 jHC.D1/.1/j; t2C 2 jHC.D2/.1/j; tC 2 jHC.D/.1/j;
t1  2 jH .D1/.1/j; t2  2 jH .D2/.1/j; t  2 jH .D/.1/j:
Applying the definition of the maps involved we obtain that 
.i!1 ˝ i!/ ı T .D/
 
ACt1C ^ t2C ˝ .A t1  ^ t2 /

D p t  ^ t1C ^ !1C ˝ .pCtC ^ t1  ^ !1 /
˝ iCt2C ^ tC ^ !1  ^ !2C ˝ .i t2  ^ t  ^ !1C ^ !2 /  . 1/.D/;
where the sign is given by
.D/ D .".t2C/C 1/  .".t1 /C ".t1C//C ".t1 /  .".tC/C ".t //
C ".t /  .".t2C/C ".t2 //C ".tC/:
See Definition 2.1. On the other hand we have that
.T .D/ ı i!2/ ACt1C ^ t2C ˝ .A t1  ^ t2 /
D T .D/ ACt1C ^ t2C ^ !2C ˝ .A t1  ^ t2  ^ !2 /
D p t  ^ !1C ^ t1C ˝ .pCtC ^ !1  ^ t1 /
˝ iCt2C ^ !2C ^ tC ^ !1  ˝ .i t2  ^ !2  ^ t  ^ !1C/  . 1/.D/;
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where the sign is given by
.D/ D .".t2C/CmC C 1/  .".t1 /C ".t1C//C ".t1 /  .".tC/C ".t /C nC C n /
C .".t /C nC/  .".t2C/CmC C ".t2 /Cm /C ".tC/C n :
It is therefore enough to show that
. 1/.D/C.D/CnC".t1C/Cn ".t1 /CmC.".tC/Cn /Cm .".t /CnC/ D . 1/n CnC.mCCm /:
But this identity is verified by the following straightforward computation,
. 1/.D/C.D/CnC".t1C/Cn ".t1 /CmC.".tC/Cn /Cm .".t /CnC/
D . 1/nC.".t1C/C".t2C/C".t1 /C".t2 //CmC.".t1 /C".t /C".t1C/C".tC//CmC.n CnC/Cn 
D . 1/nC.mCCm /Cn  ;
where we have applied that Ind.D1/ D n    nC and Ind.D2/ D m   mC.
It follows from the above lemma that the diagram in (5.2) commutes if and only if the
diagram
jD2j
i 1
!2
ıP.2;D2/ıi
!2

T.D/
// jD1j ˝ jDj
.i 1
!1
ıP.1;D1/ıi
!1
/˝.i 1! ıP.;D/ıi!/

j2j
T./
// j1j ˝ jj
commutes. The result of Proposition 5.1 will therefore be a consequence of the next lemma.
Lemma 5.3. We have
P.1;D1/ D i 1
!1
ı P.1; D1/ ı i!1 :
Proof. We will only consider the case where nC  n , thus where Ind.D1/  0, since
the proof in the case where n   nC follows a similar pattern.
Choose pseudo-inverses
.D1/ W X1 
.d1C/    ! X1C
.d1 /    ! X1  and .1/ W X1 
.ı1C/    ! X1C
.ı1 /    ! X1 
of D1 and 1 such that .D1/ ! .1/ is a finite rank perturbation. It follows that the
Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complexes
.D1/ W X1  ˚ Fn  .d1C/˚0      ! X1C ˚ FnC .d1 /˚0      ! X1  ˚ Fn 
and
.1/ W X1  ˚ Fn  .ı1C/˚0      ! X1C ˚ FnC .ı1 /˚0      ! X1  ˚ Fn 
are pseudo-inverses of D1 and 1 such that .D1/ ! .1/ is a finite rank perturbation.
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The Fredholm operators associated with D1 ! 1 and .D1/ ! .1/ are denoted by
1C; 1C W X1C ! X1  and 1 ; 1  W X1  ! X1C:
The idempotents are denoted by
Q1C;…1C W X1C ! X1C and Q1 ;…1  W X1  ! X1 :
The Fredholm operators and idempotents associated with the finite rank perturbations
D1 ! 1 and .D1/ ! .1/
share the same notation except for an extra “” on top.
Let us choose a perturbation triple .L;M;N / for the finite rank perturbation 1C ! 1C.
The associated isomorphism of determinant class is then given by
†1 WD .1C C LQ1C/.1  CM…1 /CN…1  W X1  ! X1 :
Furthermore, let us write
FnC D FnC n  u Fn 
and let i1 W FnC n  ! FnC , i2 W Fn  ! FnC and p1 W FnC ! FnC n  , p2 W FnC ! Fn 
denote the associated inclusions and projections. Since Ind.D1/ D n    nC, we may choose
an isomorphism ˛ W FnC n  ! Im.N /. It then follows that the linear maps
L WD  L ˛p1
0 p2
!
W Ker.1C/˚ FnC ! X1  ˚ Fn  ;
M WD  M 0
i1˛
 1N i2
!
W Ker.1 /˚ Fn  ! X1C ˚ FnC
form part of a perturbation triple .L; M; 0/ for the finite rank perturbation C1 ! C1. The
associated isomorphism of determinant class is then given by
†1 WD  C C LQ1C ˛p1
0 p2
!

 
1  CM…1  0
i1˛
 1N…1  i2
!
D
 
†1 0
0 1
!
:
It follows in particular that det.†1/ D det.†1/.
Notice now that there exists a unique non-trivial vector C 2 jFnC n  j such that
!1C D i1.C/ ^ i2.!1 /:
Let sC 2 jHC.D1/j, r  2 jKer.N /j be non-trivial vectors. Furthermore, let t  2 jKer.M/j be
the unique vector with ˛.C/ D N.t /. It follows that
i!1 ı P.1;D1/ W sC ˝ .LsC ^Nt / 7! det.†1/ 1 Mr  ^ !1C ˝ .r  ^ t  ^ !1 /:
On the other hand, since L.sC ^ !1C/ D LsC ^ ˛C ^ !1  D LsC ^Nt  ^ !1 , we have that
P.1; D1/ ı i!1 W sC˝ .LsC ^Nt / 7! det.†1/ 1  M.r  ^ t  ^!1 /˝ .r  ^ t  ^!1 /:
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But this proves the lemma since det.†1/ 1 D det.†1/ 1 and
M.r  ^ t  ^ !1 / DMr  ^ i1C ^ i2!2  DMr  ^ !1C:
5.2. Index zero. As in Section 5.1, let nC; n  2N0 andmC; m  2N0 be non-negative
integers with n    nC D Ind.D1/ D Ind.1/ and m   mC D Ind.D2/ D Ind.2/. With-
out loss of generality, we may suppose that the inequalities
mC  min¹dim.H .D2//; dim.H .2//º; m   min¹dim.HC.D2//; dim.HC.2//º
hold.
Let us choose subspaces Q2C  Ker.d2C/ and Q2   Ker.d2 / such that
Ker.d2C/ D Im.d2 /uQ2C and Ker.d2 / D Im.d2C/uQ2 :
Choose linear maps F 2C W FmC ! X2  and F 2  W Fm  ! X2C such that
Im.F 2C/ D Q2  and Im.F 2 / D Q2C:
Further, let Z2C WD Ker.F 2C/, Z2  WD Ker.F 2 / and choose subspaces V 2C  FmC , V 2   Fm 
with
FmC D V 2C uZ2C and Fm  D V 2  uZ2 :
Finally, since 0 D Ind.D2/CmC m  D dim.Z2C/  dim.Z2 /, we may choose a linear map
N 2C W FmC ! Fm  such that
Ker.N 2C/ D V 2C and Im.N 2C/ D Ker.F 2 /:
Consider now the perturbed differentials on the chains of D2,
ydC2 WD
 
d2C F 2C
0 N 2C
!
W X2C ˚ FmC ! X2  ˚ Fm  ;
yd 2 WD
 
d2  F 2 
0 0
!
W X2  ˚ Fm  ! X2C ˚ FmC :
Denote yD2 WD .X2; yd2/. By construction yD2 is an exact complex.
Consider also the perturbed differentials on the chains of D,
ydC WD
0BBBB@
d2C A  0 F 2C
0  d1  0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 N 2C
1CCCCA W X2C ˚X1  ˚ Fn  ˚ FmC ! X2  ˚X1C ˚ FnC ˚ Fm  ;
yd  WD
0BBBB@
d2  AC 0 F 2 
0  d1C 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1CCCCA W X2  ˚X1C ˚ FnC ˚ Fm  ! X2C ˚X1  ˚ Fn  ˚ FmC :
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The associated Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complex yD WD .D; yd/ is then chain isomorphic to the
mapping cone complex of the chain map yA W D1 ! yD2 defined by
yAC WD .AC ˚ 0/ W X1C ˚ FnC ! X2C ˚ FmC ;
yA  WD .A  ˚ 0/ W X1  ˚ Fn  ! X2  ˚ Fm  :
(5.3)
In particular, we have the following six term exact sequence of homology groups,
(5.4) HC.D1/ // ¹0º // HC. yD/
ypC

H . yD/
yp 
OO
¹0ºoo H .D1/.oo
The chain map yp W yD ! T D1 is given by the projections
ypC W X2C ˚X1  ˚ Fn  ˚ FmC ! X1  ˚ Fn  ;
yp  W X2  ˚X1C ˚ FnC ˚ Fm  ! X1C ˚ FnC :
The notation T . yD/ W F ! jD1j ˝ j yDj refers to the torsion isomorphism of the six term exact
sequence in (5.4).
We may apply a similar construction to the complexes 1, 2 and . The Z=2Z-graded
Fredholm complexes y2 and y are then finite rank perturbations of yD2 and yD. In particular,
we have the perturbation isomorphisms
P.y2; yD2/ W F ! F and P.y; yD/ W j yDj ! jyj:
We also have the torsion isomorphism
T . y/ W F ! j1j ˝ j yj
which is defined in analogy with T . yD/.
The main result of this subsection can now be stated. It provides a method for reducing
the proof of Theorem 5.1 to the case where the subcomplexesD2 and2 have trivial homology
groups.
Proposition 5.4. The diagram
(5.5) jD2j
P.2;D2/

T.D/
// jD1j ˝ jDjV
P.1;D1/˝P.;D/

j2j
T./
// j1j ˝ jj
commutes if and only if the diagram
(5.6) F
P.y2; yD2/

T. yD/
// jD1j ˝ j yDjV
P.1;D1/˝P.y; yD/

F
T. y/
// j1j ˝ j yj
commutes.
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The proof of the above proposition will occupy the rest of this subsection. Let us start
by explaining how the proof relies on Proposition 5.1. To this end, remark that yD2 and yD are
finite rank perturbations of D2 and D and similarly that y2 and y are finite rank perturbations
of 2 and . Suppose then that the diagrams
(5.7) jD2j
P. yD2;D2/

T.D/
// jD1j ˝ jDjV
1˝P. yD;D/

F
T. yD/
// jD1j ˝ j yDj,
j2j
P.y2;2/

T./
// j1j ˝ jj
1˝P.y;/

F
T. y/
// j1j ˝ j yj
commute. An application of Proposition 5.1 then yields that the diagram
jD2j
P.2;D2/

T.D/
// jD1j ˝ jDj
P.1;D1/˝P.;D/

j2j
T./
// j1j ˝ jj
commutes if and only if the diagram
F
P.y2;2/ıP.2;D2/ıP.D2; yD2/

T. yD/
// jD1j ˝ j yDj
P.1;D1/˝.P.y;/ıP.;D/ıP.D; yD//

F
T. y/
// j1j ˝ j yj
commutes. The result of Proposition 5.4 then follows from the transitivity of the perturbation
isomorphisms, see Theorem 3.3.
In order to prove Proposition 5.4 it therefore suffices to show that the diagrams in (5.7)
commute. We will focus on the diagram to the left since the commutativity of the diagram to
the right follows by the same argumentation.
The first step is to obtain concrete formulas for the perturbation isomorphisms
P. yD2; D2/ W jD2j ! F and P. yD; D/ W jDj ! j yDj:
This step will rely on Proposition 4.2.
Lemma 5.5. The perturbation isomorphism of the finite rank perturbation D2 ! yD2
is given by
P. yD2; D2/ W jHC.D2/˚ FmC j ˝ jH .D2/˚ Fm  j ! F ;
.F 2 v  ^ vC ^ zC/˝ .v  ^ F 2CvC ^N 2CzC/ 7! 1
for all non-trivial vectors v  2 jV 2  j, vC 2 jV 2Cj and zC 2 jZ2Cj.
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 4.2.
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The computation of the perturbation isomorphism P. yD; D/ is more involved. Let us start
by choosing a pseudo-inverse
(5.8) HC.D1/
p 

HC.D2/
A

C
oo HC.D/
i

C
oo
H .D/
i 
// H .D2/
A 
// H .D1/
p

C
OO
of the six term exact sequence of homology groups coming from the mapping cone triangle
D1
A ! D2 i ! D p ! TD1:
Choose subspaces QC  Ker.dC/ and Q   Ker.d / such that the quotient maps
QC ! HC.D/ and Q  ! H .D/
are injective with images Im.pC/ and Im.p /, respectively.
We may then choose subspaces VC  V 2C and V   V 2  such that
V 2C D Ker.i F 2CjV 2C/u VC and V
2  D Ker.iCF 2 jV 2 /u V ;
where i F 2C W FmC ! H .D/ and iCF 2  W Fm  ! HC.D/. We put
WC WD Fn  ˚ Ker.i F 2CjV 2C/ and W  WD F
nC ˚ Ker.iCF 2 jV 2 /:
It is clear that
Fn  ˚ FmC D WC u VC uZ2C and FnC ˚ Fm  D W  u V  uZ2 :
Furthermore, we have that
HC.D/ D Im.iCF 2 jV /u Im.pC/ and H .D/ D Im.i F 2CjVC/u Im.p /:
It follows that
0 D dim.HC.D//   dim.H .D// D dim.QC/C dim.WC/   dim.Q /   dim.W /:
In particular, we may choose an isomorphismL W Im.pC/˚WC ! Im.p /˚W  and extend
it to and isomorphism L W HC.D/! H .D/ by letting
L W ŒiCF 2 v ; vC; zC 7! Œi F 2CvC; v ; NCzC for all v  2 V ; vC 2 VC; zC 2 Z2C:
Let us also choose an isomorphism M W H . yD/! HC. yD/ such that the diagram
H . yD/
M

  // H .D/
L 1

HC. yD/
C
// HC.D/
commutes, where the linear maps   and C are defined as in Lemma 4.1. The next lemma is
now a consequence of Proposition 4.2.
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Lemma 5.6. The perturbation isomorphism associated with the perturbation D ! yD
is given by
P. yD; D/ W jHC.D/j ˝ jH .D/j ! jHC. yD/j ˝ jH . yD/j;
sC ˝ .LsC/ 7! .Ms /˝ s 
for all non-trivial vectors sC 2 jHC.D/j and s  2 jH . yD/j.
We are now ready to prove that the diagrams in (5.7) commute. As noted above, this
implies the result of Proposition 5.4.
Lemma 5.7. The diagram
jD2j
P. yD2;D2/

T.D/
// jD1j ˝ jDj
1˝P. yD;D/

F
T. yD/
// jD1j ˝ j yDj
is commutative.
Proof. Choose non-trivial vectors
t1C 2 jIm.AC/j; t2C 2 jIm.iC/j; tC 2 jIm.pC/j;
t1  2 jIm.A /j; t2  2 jIm.i /j; t  2 jIm.p /j:
Let us also choose non-trivial vectors vC 2 jVCj, v  2 jV j and wC 2 jKer.i F 2CjV 2C/j,
w  2 jKer.iCF 2 jV 2 /j such that
F 2CvC D t2 ; F 2 v  D t2C and F 2CwC D A .t1 /; F 2 w  D AC.t1C/:
Notice here that we may assume, without loss of generality, that Im.F 2CjVC/ D Im.i / and
Im.F 2 jV / D Im.iC/. Finally, choose non-trivial vectors
zC 2 jZ2Cj and C 2 jFnC j;   2 jFn  j:
To ease the notation, let C WD vC ^ zC ^ wC 2 jFmC j,   WD v  ^N 2CzC ^ w  2 jFm  j.
The torsion isomorphism T .D/ is then given by
T .D/ W .F 2 w  ^ F 2 v  ^ C/˝ .F 2CwC ^ F 2CvC ^  /(5.9)
7! . 1/.D/  .p t  ^ C ^ t1C/˝ .pCtC ^   ^ t1 /
˝ .iC.t2C/ ^ C ^ tC ^  /˝ .i .t2 / ^   ^ t  ^ C/;
where the sign exponent .D/ 2 N0 has the expression
.D/ D .".t2C/CmC C 1/  .".t1 /C ".t1C//C ".t1 /  .".tC/C ".t /C nC C n /
C .".t /C nC/  .".t2C/C ".t2 /CmC Cm /C ".tC/C n :
See Definition 2.1.
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For the sake of simplicity, let
C WD wC ^ tC ^   2 jIm.pC/˚ Fn  ˚ Ker.i F 2CjV 2C/j;
  WD w  ^ t  ^ C 2 jIm.p /˚ FnC ˚ Ker.iCF 2 jV 2 /j:
There is then a unique constant  2 F such that
    D L.C/:
It follows that
L.iC.t2C/ ^ C ^ tC ^  / D L.iC.t2C/ ^ vC ^ zC ^ C/
D   .v  ^ .i F 2CvC/ ^N 2CzC ^  /
D   . 1/".t2 /".t2C/.i t2  ^   ^ t  ^ C/:
An application of Lemma 5.6 then yields that 
.1˝ P. yD; D// ı T .D/ .F 2 w  ^ F 2 v  ^ C/˝ .F 2CwC ^ F 2CvC ^  /
D   . 1/.D/C".t2C/".t2 /  .p t  ^ C ^ t1C/˝ .pCtC ^   ^ t1 / ˝Mr  ˝ r 
for any non-zero vector r  2 jH . yD/j.
Without loss of generality, we may suppose that yp .r / D p t ^C^t1C 2 jHC.D1/j.
Let us also choose rC 2 jHC. yD/j such that ypC.rC/ D pCtC ^   ^ t1  2 jH .D1/j.
The torsion isomorphism T . yD/ W F ! jD1j ˝ j yDj is then given by
(5.10) T . yD/ W 1 7! . 1/dim.HC. yD//  . yp r /˝ . ypCrC/ ˝ rC ˝ .r /:
It then follows from Lemma 5.5 that 
T . yD/ ı P. yD2; D2/ .F 2 w  ^ F 2 v  ^ C/˝ .F 2CwC ^ F 2CvC ^  /
D . 1/.L2/Cdim.HC. yD//  . yp r /˝ . ypCrC/ ˝ rC ˝ .r /;
where the sign exponent is given by
.L2/ WD .".t1C/C ".t1 //  .mC C ".t1 /C ".t2C//C ".t1 /  ".t1C/C ".t2 /  ".t2C/:
Indeed, a straightforward computation shows that
. 1/.L2/  F 2CwC ^ F 2CvC ^   D L2.F 2 w  ^ F 2 v  ^ C/:
It is therefore enough to show that
Mr  D  1  . 1/.D/C".t2C/".t2 /C.L2/Cdim.HC. yD//  rC:
This is the content of the next lemma.
Lemma 5.8. We have
Mr  D  1  . 1/.D/C".t2C/".t2 /C.L2/Cdim.HC. yD//  rC:
Proof. It suffices to prove that
.L 1 /r  D .CM/r  D  1  . 1/.D/C".t2C/".t2 /C.L2/Cdim.HC. yD//  C.rC/:
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However, using the identities ypC.rC/ D pCtC ^   ^ t1  and F 2CwC D A .t1 / we
obtain that
C.rC/ D tC ^   ^ . wC/
D . 1/".t1 /.".tC/Cn C1/  wC ^ tC ^  
D . 1/".t1 /.".tC/Cn C1/  C:
A similar computation implies that
 .r / D . 1/".t1C/.".t /CnCC1/   :
We thus have that
.L 1 /r  D . 1/".t1C/.".t /CnCC1/   1  C
D . 1/".t1C/.".t /CnCC1/C".t1 /.".tC/Cn C1/   1  C.rC/:
It is therefore sufficient to show that
. 1/.D/C".t2C/".t2 /C.L2/Cdim.HC. yD//C".t1C/.".t /CnCC1/C".t1 /.".tC/Cn C1/ D 1:
Now, using that Ind.D1/ D Ind.D2/ D Ind.D/ D 0 we obtain that
. 1/.D/ D . 1/.".t2C/CmCC".t1 /CnCC".t /C1/.".t1 /C".t1C//C".tC/Cn  :
Similarly, we get that
. 1/".t1C/.".t /CnCC1/C".t1 /.".tC/Cn C1/ D . 1/.".t1C/C".t1 //.".t /CnCC".t1 /C1/:
Combining these observations with the expression for .L2/ we deduce that
. 1/.D/C".t2C/".t2 /C.L2/Cdim.HC. yD//C".t1C/.".t /CnC/C".t1 /.".tC/Cn /
D . 1/".tC/Cn Cdim.HC. yD//C".t1 / D 1:
This proves the lemma.
5.3. Index zero and exact subcomplex. In this subsection we will prove Theorem 5.1
in a simplified version which is stated in this section as Proposition 5.11. It will thus be a stand-
ing assumption that the Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complex D1 has index zero and that D2 and
2 have trivial homology groups.
We start with a preliminary lemma on the structure of pseudo-inverses.
Lemma 5.9. Let VC, WC, V  and W  be vector spaces over F and let
T D
 
A B
0 D
!
W VC ˚WC ! V  ˚W 
be a linear map. Suppose that B.Ker.D//  Im.A/ and let
D W W  ! WC and A W V  ! VC
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be pseudo-inverses of D W WC ! W  and A W VC ! V . Then the upper triangular matrix
T  D
 
A  ABD
0 D
!
W V  ˚W  ! VC ˚WC
provides a pseudo-inverse of T W VC ˚WC ! V  ˚W .
Proof. We need to verify the two identities
(5.11) T T T D T and T T T  D T :
A straightforward computation shows that
T T T D
 
A AAB.1  DD/C BDD
0 D
!
:
Now, notice that the assumption B.Ker.D//  Im.A/ implies that
AAB.1  DD/ D B.1  DD/:
Combining this identity with the above computation we conclude that T T T D T .
The second identity in (5.11) follows by a direct computation. It does not depend on the
assumption B.Ker.D//  Im.A/.
Let us now choose pseudo-inverses
.D1/ W X1 
.d1C/    ! X1C
.d1 /    ! X1 ; .1/ W X1 
.ı1C/    ! X1C
.ı1 /   ! X1 ;
.D2/ W X2 
.d2C/    ! X2C
.d2 /    ! X2 ; .2/ W X2 
.ı2C/    ! X2C
.ı2 /   ! X2 
of the Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complexes D1, 1 and D2, 2 such that .D1/ ! .1/ and
.D2/ ! .2/ are finite rank perturbations.
Since the homology groups of D2 and 2 are trivial, it follows from Lemma 5.9 that
D W X 
d

C  ! XC
d

   ! X  and  W X 
ı

C  ! XC
ı

  ! X 
are pseudo-inverses of D and , where
d

C WD
 
.d2C/ .d2C/A .d1 /
0  .d1 /
!
; d  WD
 
.d2 / .d2 /AC.d1C/
0  .d1C/
!
;
ı

C WD
 
.ı2C/ .ı2C/B .ı1 /
0  .ı1 /
!
; ı  WD
 
.ı2 / .ı2 /BC.ı1C/
0  .ı1C/
!
:
Remark also that D !  is a finite rank perturbation.
We will denote the Fredholm operators associated with theZ=2Z-graded Fredholm com-
plexes containing the letter “D” by 1C, 1 , etc. The idempotents will be denoted by Q1C, Q1 ,
etc. The Fredholm operators and idempotents coming from the complexes with “” will be
denoted by 1C, 1 , etc. and …1C, …1 , etc.
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Since the Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complexes D1 and 1 have index zero, we may
choose isomorphisms
(5.12) L1 W Ker.1C/! Ker.1 / and M 1 W Ker.1 /! Ker.1C/:
We then have the isomorphism of determinant class
†1 WD .1  CM 1…1 /.1C C L1Q1C/ W X1C ! X1C:
Since the Z=2Z-graded Fredholm complexes D2 and 2 are exact, we have the isomor-
phism of determinant class †2 WD 2 2C W X2C ! X2C.
In order to obtain a good expression for the isomorphism of determinant class
† W XC ! XC;
we remark that the projections pC W X2C ˚X1  ! X1  and p  W X2  ˚X1C ! X1C induce iso-
morphisms
pC W Ker.C/! Ker.1 /; p  W Ker. /! Ker.1C/;
pC W Ker.C/! Ker.1 /; p  W Ker. /! Ker.1C/:
This is again a consequence of the assumption that D2 and 2 have trivial homology groups.
We may thus define the isomorphisms
L WD  .p / 1.L1/ 1pC W Ker.C/! Ker. /;(5.13)
M WD  .pC/ 1.M 1/ 1p  W Ker. /! Ker.C/:
The isomorphism of determinant class is then given by † WD .  CM… /.C C LQC/.
Lemma 5.10. We have det.†2/ D det.†/  det.†1/.
Proof. The invertible maps
  CM…  W X2  ˚X1C ! X2C ˚X1  and C C LQC W X2C ˚X1  ! X2  ˚X1C
are both upper triangular. The diagonals are given by 
2  
0  1C   .M 1/ 1…1C
!
and
 
2C 
0  1    .L1/ 1Q1 
!
:
It follows that † is upper triangular with diagonal 
†2 
0 .1C C .M 1/ 1…1C/.1  C .L1/ 1Q1 /
!
:
It is therefore enough to show that
det
 
.1C C .M 1/ 1…1C/.1  C .L1/ 1Q1 /
  det.†1/(5.14)
D det .1C C .M 1/ 1…1C/.1  C .L1/ 1Q1 /
 det .1  CM 1…1 /.1C C L1Q1C/
D 1:
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However, we have that
.1  C .L1/ 1Q1 /.1C C L1Q1C/ D 1 1C CQ1C D 1;
.1C C .M 1/ 1…1C/.1  CM 1…1 / D 1C1  C…1  D 1:
This clearly implies the identity in (5.14).
We are now ready to prove the main result of this subsection. It shows that the statement
of Theorem 5.1 is valid in the more restrictive setting of this subsection.
Proposition 5.11. Suppose that the index ofD1 is trivial and thatD2 and2 are exact.
Then the diagram
F
P.2;D2/

T.D/
// jD1j ˝ jDj
P.1;D1/˝P.;D/

F
T./
// j1j ˝ jj
commutes.
Proof. For any non-trivial vectors tC 2 jHC.D/j, t  2 jH .D/j and sC 2 jHC./j,
s  2 jH ./j we have that
T .D/.1/ D p t  ˝ .pCtC/ ˝ tC ˝ t   . 1/dim.HC.D//;
T ./.1/ D p s  ˝ .pCsC/ ˝ sC ˝ s   . 1/dim.HC.//:
Let now
L W HC.D/! H .D/; M W H ./! HC./
and
L1 W HC.D1/! H .D1/; M 1 W H .1/! HC.1/
be the isomorphisms of homology groups induced by the maps in (5.13) and (5.12), respec-
tively.
Letting t  WD LtC and noting that p t  D . 1/".tC/  .L1/ 1pCtC it follows that 
.P.1;D1/˝ P.;D// ı T .D/.1/ D . 1/".tC/Cdim.HC.D//  det.†1/ 1  det.†/ 1
M 1pCMs  ˝ .pCMs / ˝Ms  ˝ s :
Now, by Lemma 5.10 we have det.†1/ 1  det.†/ 1 D det.†2/ 1. Furthermore, we clearly
have pCMs  D . 1/".s /  .M 1/ 1p s .
This shows that 
.P.1;D1/˝ P.;D// ı T .D/.1/
D . 1/".tC/Cdim.HC.D//C".s /  det.†2/ 1  p s  ˝ .pCMs / ˝Ms  ˝ s 
D . 1/".tC/Cdim.HC.D//C".s /Cdim.HC.//  det.†2/ 1  T ./.1/:
The result of the lemma thus follows by noting that
. 1/".tC/Cdim.HC.D//C".s /Cdim.HC.// D 1:
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5.4. Proof of Theorem 5.1. In this subsection we will recollect the results of the
previous subsections and thereby provide a proof of Theorem 5.1.
First of all, we notice that the result of Proposition 5.4 implies that it suffices to prove the
commutativity of the diagram
(5.15) F
P.y2; yD2/

T. yD/
// jD1j ˝ j yDj
P.1;D1/˝P.y; yD/

F
T. y/
// j1j ˝ j yj.
Consider now the chain maps
yA W D1 ! yD2 and yB W 1 ! y2
as defined in (5.3). It then follows by Proposition 5.11 that the diagram
(5.16) F
P.y2; yD2/

T. yA/
// jD1j ˝ jC yAj
P.1;D1/˝P.C yB ;C yA/

F
T. yB/
// j1j ˝ jC yB j
commutes, where T . yA/ W F ! jD1j ˝ jC yAj and T . yB/ W F ! j1j ˝ jC yB j are the torsion iso-
morphisms coming from the mapping cone triangles
D1 yA ! yD2 i ! C yA p ! T D1 and 1 yB ! y2 i ! C yB p ! T1:
It therefore suffices to show that the diagram in (5.15) commutes if and only if the diagram
in (5.16) commutes.
To this end, we define the isomorphisms of vector spaces
ˆC W X2C ˚ FmC ˚X1  ˚ Fn  ! X2C ˚X1  ˚ Fn  ˚ FmC ;
ˆ  W X2  ˚ Fm  ˚X1C ˚ FnC ! X2  ˚X1C ˚ FnC ˚ Fm  ;
which interchanges the factors in the direct sums. These two isomorphisms then provide us
with chain isomorphisms
ˆ W C yA ! yD and ˆ W C yB ! y:
It is then not hard to see that the diagrams
F
1

T. yA/
// jD1j ˝ jC yAj
1˝jˆj

F
T. yD/
// jD1j ˝ j yDj
and
F
1

T. yB/
// j1j ˝ jC yB j
1˝jˆj

F
T. y/
// j1j ˝ j yj
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commute. But this implies that the diagram in (5.15) commutes if and only if the diagram
F
P.y2; yD2/

T. yA/
// jD1j ˝ jC yAj
P.1;D1/˝ jˆj 1ıP.y; yD/ıjˆj

F
T. yB/
// j1j ˝ jC yB j
commutes. The result of Theorem 5.1 is thus proved since it follows by a straightforward
verification that
jˆj 1 ı P.y; yD/ ı jˆj D P.C yB ; C yA/ W jC yAj ! jC yB j:
6. Parametrized perturbation isomorphisms
Throughout this section k 2 N will be fixed and U  Ck will be a connected open set.
Definition 6.1. A chain complex of Hilbert spaces is a chain complexD WD .X; d/ such
that each Xj is a Hilbert space and each differential dj W Xj ! Xj 1 is a bounded operator.
A chain map A W D ! E between to chain complexes of Hilbert spaces D WD .X; d/
and E WD .Y; ı/ is a chain map A W D ! E such that Aj W Xj ! Yj is a bounded operator for
each j 2 Z.
A chain complex of Hilbert spacesD is Fredholm when the homology groupHj .D/ has
finite dimension for all j 2 Z.
Remark that our chain complexes are always assumed to be bounded in the sense that
there exists a J 2 N such that Xj D ¹0º whenever jj j  J .
For each element z 2 U , letDz WD .X; dz/ be a chain complex of Hilbert spaces. Notice
that the Hilbert spaces Xj do not depend on the parameter z 2 U .
Definition 6.2. The family D WD ¹Dzºz2U of chain complexes of Hilbert spaces is
a holomorphic family when the associated mapsU ! L .Xj ; Xj 1/, z 7! dzj are holomorphic
with respect to the operator norm for all j 2 Z.
A chain map A W D !  between two holomorphic families D WD ¹.X; dz/ºz2U and
 WD ¹.Y; ız/ºz2U is given by a chain map Az W Dz ! z for each z 2 U such that the maps
Aj W U ! L .Xj ; Yj /, z 7! Azj are holomorphic in operator norm for all j 2 Z.
From now on, D D ¹Dzºz2U and  D ¹zºz2U are holomorphic families of Z-graded
chain complexes of Hilbert spaces. It will be a standing assumption that Dz WD .X; dz/ and
z WD .Y; ız/ are exact for all z 2 U . Furthermore, we will assume the existence of trivial
Fredholm complexes C and  of index zero such that Dz ˚ C and z ˚  are finite rank
perturbations of each other for all z 2 U .
For each element z 2 U , let iC W C ! jC j D jDz ˚ C j denote the isomorphism defined
by iC W 1 7! ! ˝ !, where! 2 det.CC/ D det.C / is a non-trivial vector. The isomorphisms
i W C ! jj D jz ˚ j are defined in a similar way.
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The main aim of this section is to study the analyticity of the associated perturbation
isomorphisms:
i 1 P.z ˚ ;Dz ˚ C/iC W U ! C:
The next lemma will play an important role and we therefore present a detailed proof
of it. The notationL 1.H;G/ will refer to the Banach space of bounded operators T W H ! G
with Tr.jT j/ <1, where Tr W L .H/C ! Œ0;1 is the operator trace. The norm k  k1 on
L 1.H;G/ is defined by kT k1 WD Tr.jT j/ for all T 2 L 1.H;G/. Remark that each bounded
operator of finite rank T W H ! G defines an element inL 1.H;G/.
Lemma 6.3. Let H and G be Hilbert spaces and A;B W U ! L .H;G/ holomorphic
maps such that Az and Bz have closed images for all z 2 U . Suppose that there exist holomor-
phic maps E;ˆ W U ! L .G/ such that Ez and ˆz are idempotents with Im.Ez/ D Im.Az/
and Im.ˆz/ D Im.Bz/ for all z 2 U . Suppose also that Az   Bz has finite rank for all z 2 U
and that the associated map A   B W U ! L 1.H;G/ is holomorphic.
Let z0 2 U . Then there exist an open neighborhood V  U of z0 and two holomor-
phic maps K W V ! L .H/ and  W V ! L .H/ such that Kz and z are idempotents with
Im.Kz/ D Ker.Az/ and Im.z/ D Ker.Bz/ for all z 2 V . Furthermore, we may arrange that
the difference Kz  z has finite rank for all z 2 V and that the map K   W V ! L 1.H/
is holomorphic.
Proof. There exists an open neighborhood V  U of z0 2 U such that
Ez0 W Im.Az/! Im.Az0/ and ˆz0 W Im.Bz/! Im.Bz0/
are isomorphisms of Hilbert spaces for all z 2 V . This implies that Ker.Az/ D Ker.Ez0Az/
and Ker.Bz/ D Ker.ˆz0Bz/ for all z 2 V . Without loss of generality we may thus suppose
that Im.Az/ D Im.Az0/ and Im.Bz/ D Im.Bz0/ for all z 2 U .
SinceAz0 W Ker.Az0/?! Im.Az0/ andBz0 W Ker.Bz0/?! Im.Bz0/ are isomorphisms
of Hilbert spaces, there exists an open neighborhood V  U of z0 2 U such that
Az W Ker.Az0/? ! Im.Az0/ and Bz W Ker.Bz0/? ! Im.Bz0/
are isomorphisms for all z 2 V . Let
˛z W Im.Az0/! Ker.Az0/? and ˇz W Im.Bz0/! Ker.Bz0/?
denote the inverses.
Define the bounded idempotents
Kz WD 1   ˛zAz W H ! H and z WD 1   ˇzBz W H ! H
for all z 2 V . It is then clear that K; W V ! L .H/ are holomorphic and that
Im.Kz/ D Ker.Az/ and Im.z/ D Ker.Bz/
for all z 2 V .
Compute now as follows,
Kz  z D ˇzBz   ˛zAz(6.1)
D ˇzBz   ˇzBz˛zAz  z˛zAz
D ˇz.Bz   Az/Kz  z˛zAz :
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In order to prove that Kz  z has finite rank for all z 2 V and that K   W V ! L 1.H/ is
holomorphic, it is therefore enough to show that each of the maps
ˇ.B   A/K W V ! L .H/ and ˛A W V ! L .H/
has this property. This can be verified immediately for the map ˇ.B   A/K W V ! L .H/.
To prove the claim for the map ˛A W V ! L .H/, it suffices to show that there exists
an m 2 N such that dim.Im.z˛zAz//  m for all z 2 V . To this end, we remark that the
image of the adjoint .Az0/ W G ! H is closed since the image of Az0 W H ! G is closed by
assumption. We thus have that Im.z˛zAz/ D Im.z.Az0// for all z 2 V . But this proves
the claim sincez.Az0/ D z..Az0/   .Bz0// for all z 2 V . Indeed, this identity implies
that dim.Im.z.Az0///  dim..Az0   Bz0// for all z 2 V .
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section:
Proposition 6.4. Suppose that .dzj ˚0/ .ızj ˚0/ W Xj˚Cj ! Xj 1˚Cj 1 has finite
rank for all z 2 U and that the associated map U ! L 1.Xj ˚ Cj ; Xj 1 ˚ Cj 1/ is holo-
morphic for all j 2 Z. Then the map U ! C defined by z 7! i 1 P.z ˚ ;Dz ˚ C/iC is
holomorphic.
Proof. Suppose first that C D  D ¹0º.
Let z0 2 U . It is enough to show that the map in question is holomorphic on an open
neighborhood of z0 2 U .
By Lemma 6.3 there exist an open neighborhood V of z0 2 U and holomorphic idem-
potents Ej ; jˆ W V ! L .Xj / such that Im.Ezj / D Ker.dzj / and Im.ˆzj / D Ker.ızj / for all
j 2 Z and all z 2 V . Furthermore, we may suppose thatEj   jˆ W V ! L 1.Xj / is holomor-
phic and factorizes through the finite rank operatorsF .Xj / for all j 2 Z. Remark that we are
relying on the assumption that there exists a J 2 N such that Xj D ¹0º whenever jj j  J at
this point.
For each j 2 Z and each z 2 V , define the pseudo-inverses .dzj / W Xj 1 ! Xj and
.ızj /
 W Xj 1 ! Xj such that
.dzj /
dzj D .1  Ezj / W Xj ! Xj ; dzj .dzj / D Ezj 1 W Xj 1 ! Xj 1;
.ızj /
ızj D .1  ˆzj / W Xj ! Xj ; ızj .ızj / D ˆzj 1 W Xj 1 ! Xj 1:
It can then be verified that the associated maps .dj /; .ı

j / W V ! L .Xj 1; Xj / are holomor-
phic.
Now, for each j 2 Z, we have that
d

j   ıj D dj .ıj   dj /ıj C dj .Ej 1   jˆ 1/C . jˆ  Ej /ıj :
This implies that the difference dj   ıj W V ! L 1.Xj 1; Xj / is holomorphic and factorizes
through the finite rank operatorsF .Xj 1; Xj / for all j 2 Z.
For each z 2 V , let
zC WD dzC C .dz /; zC WD ızC C .ız / W XC ! X ;
z  WD dz  C .dzC/; z  WD ız  C .ızC/ W X  ! XC
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denote the associated isomorphisms of theZ=2Z-graded chains. The perturbation isomorphism
is then given by
P.z;Dz/ D det.†z/ 1 D det.z zC/ 1 W V ! C:
It is now not hard to see, that the above considerations imply that the map
†   1 W V ! L 1.XC/
is holomorphic. But this property guarantees that the Fredholm determinant yields a holomor-
phic map det.†/ W V ! C, see [9, Chapter IV, Section 1.8]. This proves the proposition in
the case where C D  D ¹0º.
To prove the general case, choose isomorphisms FC W CC ! C  and GC W C !  .
This is possible since Ind.C / D Ind./ D 0. Consider the perturbed Z=2Z-graded Fredholm
complexes
.Dz ˚ C/F W XC ˚ CC
dzC˚FC     ! X  ˚ C 
dz ˚0     ! XC ˚ CC
and
.z ˚ C/G W YC ˚ C
ızC˚GC     ! Y  ˚  
ız ˚0     ! X  ˚ C :
It then follows from Proposition 4.2 that
P
 
.Dz ˚ C/F ; .Dz ˚ C/

iC D det.FC/ and P
 
.z ˚ /G ; .z ˚ /

i D det.GC/
for all z 2 U . The transitivity of the perturbation isomorphism (Theorem 3.3) now yields that
i 1 P.z ˚ ;Dz ˚ C/iC D i 1 P
 
z ˚ ; .z ˚ /G

P
 
.z ˚ /G ; .Dz ˚ C/F

ı P  .Dz ˚ C/F ;Dz ˚ C iC
D det.GC/ 1P
 
.z ˚ /G ; .Dz ˚ C/F

det.FC/
for all z 2 U . But this assignment depends analytically on z 2 U by the first part of the present
proof.
7. Local trivializations of determinant line bundles
Throughout this section D WD ¹Dzºz2U will be a holomorphic family of Fredholm
complexes.
In this section, we shall see how the concept of perturbation isomorphisms allows us
to construct local trivializations of the holomorphic determinant line bundle associated to D.
This very explicit form of the local trivializations will turn out to be an advantage for our
investigation of the analyticity of the torsion isomorphisms.
For Fredholm operators the determinant line bundle was constructed by Quillen in [12].
The construction was then generalized by Freed to the case of Fredholm complexes, see [8, Sec-
tion 2].
Let us start by recalling the algebraic structure of the determinant line bundle: It is given
by the vector space jDj WD`z2U jHC.Dz/j ˝ jH .Dz/j and the surjective map jDj ! U ,
szC ˝ .sz / 7! z.
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In order to construct our local trivializations of the data jDj ! U we need the following
concept:
Definition 7.1. Let V  U be an open set. A local trivialization of the holomorphic
family of Fredholm complexes D WD ¹Dzº over V consists of
(1) a trivial Fredholm complex
C W    0   Cnj 1 0   Cnj 0   CnjC1 0      ;
(2) a holomorphic map
Fj D
 
F 1j
F 2j
!
W V ! L .Cnj ; Xj 1 ˚Cnj 1/
for each j 2 Z,
such that the perturbed sequence
DzF W       Xj 1 ˚Cnj 1

dz
j
.F 1
j
/z
0 .F 2
j
/z

           Xj ˚Cnj      
is an exact chain complex for all z 2 V . A local trivialization over V  U will be denoted
byF WD ¹F zºz2V .
Let us immediately prove the existence of local trivializations ofD near any point z0 2U .
Lemma 7.2. Let z0 2 U . Then there exist an open neighborhood V  U of z0 and
a local trivialization of D over V .
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that the chains Xj are trivial for
all j < 0.
We first prove by induction on k 2 N0 that there exist
(1) a trivial Fredholm complex
Ck W ¹0º    Cn1 0      0   CnkC1    ¹0º;
(2) a holomorphic map
Fj D
 
F 1j
F 2j
!
W V ! L .Cnj ; Xj 1 ˚Cnj 1/
for all j 2 ¹1; : : : ; k C 1º, where V  U is an open neighborhood of z0,
such that the perturbed sequence
DzFk W       Xj 1 ˚Cnj 1

dz
j
.F 1
j
/z
0 .F 2
j
/z

           Xj ˚Cnj      
is a chain complex with Hj .DzFk / D ¹0º for all z 2 V and all j 2 ¹0; : : : ; kº.
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Let k 2 N0 and suppose thatHj .Dz/ D ¹0º for all z 2 U and all j 2 ¹ 1; 0; : : : ; k 1º.
By Lemma 6.3 we may choose an open neighborhood W  U of z0 and a holomorphic idem-
potent Ek W W ! L .Xk/ such that Im.Ezk/ D Ker.dzk / for all z 2 W . Remark here that the
images of all the differentials dz
l
are closed as a consequence of the Fredholmness assumption
on D, see [7, Theorem 2].
Choose an nkC1 2 N0 and a linear map FkC1 W CnkC1 ! Ker.dz0k / such that
d
z0
kC1 FkC1

W XkC1 ˚CnkC1 ! Ker.dz0k /
is surjective. It then follows that
dz
kC1 E
z
k
FkC1

W XkC1 ˚CnkC1 ! Ker.dzk /
is surjective for all z in an open neighborhood V  W of z0. This proves the above claim.
Without loss of generality, we may now suppose that there exists a k 2 N0 such that
Xj D ¹0º for all j > k and Hj .Dz/ D ¹0º for all j < k and all z 2 U . As above, let W  U
be an open neighborhood of z0 and let Ek W W ! L .Xk/ be a holomorphic idempotent
with Im.Ez
k
/ D Ker.dz
k
/ D Hk.Dz/ for all z 2 W . We may then choose an nkC1 2 N0 and
an isomorphism FkC1 W CnkC1 ! Ker.dz0k /. It follows that EzkFkC1 W CnkC1 ! Ker.dzk / is
an isomorphism for all z in an open neighborhood V  W of z0. This ends the proof of
the lemma.
We shall now see how a local trivializationF ofD over an open set V  U gives rise to
a local trivialization
ˆF W
a
z2V
jHC.Dz/j ˝ jH .Dz/j ! V C
of the collection of determinant lines over V .
Let .CnC ˚Cn  ; 0/ denote the trivial Z=2Z-graded complex associated to F . The
standard bases in CnC and Cn  then provide us with non-trivial elements !C 2 jCnC j and
!  2 jCn  j. In particular, we have a linear map
iC W jDzj ! jDz ˚ C j; szC ˝ .sz / 7! .sC ^ !C/˝ .s  ^ ! /
for all z 2 V . Furthermore, for each z 2 V , we have the perturbation isomorphism
P.DzF ;D
z ˚ C/ W jDz ˚ C j ! C:
The local trivialization ˆF is then defined by
ˆF W szC ˝ .sz / 7!
 
z; .P.DzF ;D
z ˚ C/iC /.szC ˝ .sz //

for all z 2 V .
We end this section by showing that our local trivializations define a holomorphic line
bundle structure on the determinant lines, jDj ! U . This is the content of the next proposition:
Proposition 7.3. LetF1 andF2 be two local trivializations ofD over the open subsets
V1 and V2 of U . Then the composition ˆF2ˆ
 1
F1
defines a holomorphic map V1 \ V2 ! C.
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Proof. Let C1 and C2 denote the trivial Fredholm complexes associated with F1
andF2. Choose trivial Fredholm complexes C3 and C4 of index zero such that
C1 ˚ C3 D C2 ˚ C4:
By Lemma 5.3 we have that
.ˆF2ˆ
 1
F1
/.z/ D P.DzF2 ;Dz ˚ C2/iC2 ı i 1C1 P.Dz ˚ C1;DzF1/
D i 1C4 P.DzF2 ˚ C4;Dz ˚ C2 ˚ C4/iC4iC2
ı i 1C1 i 1C3 P.Dz ˚ C1 ˚ C3;DzF1 ˚ C3/iC3
D i 1C4 P.DzF2 ˚ C4;Dz ˚ C2 ˚ C4/P.Dz ˚ C1 ˚ C3;DzF1 ˚ C3/iC3
for all z 2 V1 \ V2.
Thus, by the transitivity of the perturbation isomorphisms (Theorem 3.3) it is enough
to show that the map V1 \ V2 ! C, z 7! i 1C4 P.DzF2 ˚ C4;DzF1 ˚ C3/iC3 is holomorphic.
But this is a consequence of Proposition 6.4.
8. Analyticity of the perturbation isomorphisms
Throughout this section,D WD ¹Dzº WD ¹X; dzº and WD ¹zº WD ¹X; ızº will be holo-
morphic families of Fredholm complexes parametrized by an open subset U  Ck .
Let jDj and jj denote the holomorphic determinant line bundles associated with D
and . As a consequence of the investigations carried out in the preceding section we obtain
the following:
Theorem 8.1. Suppose that is a finite rank perturbation ofD and that the associated
maps dj   ıj W U ! L 1.Xj ; Xj 1/, j 2 Z, are holomorphic. Then the perturbation isomor-
phisms define a holomorphic map
P.;D/ W jDj ! jj; szC ˝ .sz / 7! P.z;Dz/.szC ˝ .sz //:
Proof. Let z0 2 U and let F and G be local trivializations of D and  over an open
neighborhood V  U of z0. Let C and  denote the associated trivial Fredholm complexes.
As in the proof of Proposition 7.3, we compute that
.ˆGP.;D/ˆ
 1
F /.z/ D i 11 P.zG ˚ 1; z ˚  ˚ 1/P.z ˚  ˚ 1;Dz ˚ C ˚ C1/
ı P.Dz ˚ C ˚ C1;DzF ˚ C1/iC1
D i 11 P.zG ˚ 1;DzF ˚ C1/iC1
for all z 2 V , where C1 and 1 are trivial Fredholm complexes of index zero with
 ˚ 1 D C ˚ C1:
The result of the theorem is now a consequence of Proposition 6.4.
We remark that the above theorem is related to [4, Theorem 15]. Indeed, Carey and Pincus
use perturbation isomorphisms of Fredholm operators to construct a global section of a certain
pullback of Quillen’s determinant line bundle.
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9. Analyticity of the torsion isomorphisms
Throughout this section,D WD ¹Dzº WD ¹X; dzº and WD ¹zº WD ¹Y; ızº will be holo-
morphic families of Fredholm complexes parametrized by an open subset U  Ck . Further-
more, A W D !  will be a holomorphic chain map.
For each z 2 U , we let T .Dz/ W jzj ! jDzj ˝ jCAz j denote the torsion isomorphism
of the mapping cone triangle
Dz W Dz A
z
  ! z i  ! CAz p  ! TDz :
The main result of this section is that these torsion isomorphisms induce a holomorphic
map
T .D/ W jj ! jDj ˝ jCAj; .szC ˝ sz / 7! T .Dz/.szC ˝ sz /
between the associated determinant line bundles.
This proof of this result will rely on two of the previous main achievements of this paper.
The first one is the description of the holomorphic structure of the involved determinant line
bundles by means of perturbation isomorphisms, see Section 7. The second one is Theorem 5.1,
which provides a fundamental relationship between torsion isomorphisms and perturbation
isomorphisms.
We will start by providing simultaneous local trivializations of D,  and CA.
Lemma 9.1. Let z0 2 U . Then there exist local trivializations .F ; C / and .G ; / of D
and  over an open neighborhood V  U of z0 together with holomorphic maps
Hj W V ! L .Cj ; Yj ˚ j /
such that  ˚ TC and the holomorphic maps
(9.1) Kj D
0BBBB@
G1j H
1
j 1
0  F 1j 1
G2j H
2
j 1
0  F 2j 1
1CCCCA W V ! L .j ˚ Cj 1; Yj 1 ˚Xj 2 ˚ j 1 ˚ Cj 2/
provide a local trivialization .K ;  ˚ TC/ of CA over V .
Proof. By Lemma 7.2 there exists a local trivialization .G ; / of the holomorphic family
of Fredholm complexes  over an open neighborhood W  U of V .
It then follows by construction that
      Yj 1 ˚Xj 2 ˚ j 1
 
ıj Aj 1 G1j
0  dj 1 0
0 0 G2
j
!
              Yj ˚Xj 1 ˚ j      
defines a holomorphic family of Fredholm complexes over W . By another application of
Lemma 7.2 there exists a local trivialization .L ; TC / of this data over an open neighborhood
V  W of z0.
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Let us write the associated holomorphic maps as
Lj D
0BBBB@
H 1j 1
 F 1j 1
H 2j 1
 F 2j 1
1CCCCA W V ! L .Cj 1; Yj 1 ˚Xj 2 ˚ j 1 ˚ Cj 2/:
We then have that .K ;  ˚ TC/ is a local trivialization of the mapping cone complex CA
over V , where the holomorphic maps Kj W V ! L .. ˚ TC/j ; .CA/j 1 ˚ . ˚ TC/j 1/
are defined as in (9.1).
Notice now that it follows from the identity0BBBB@
ıj Aj 1 G1j H 1j 1
0  dj 1 0  F 1j 1
0 0 G2j H
2
j 1
0 0 0  F 2j 1
1CCCCA
0BBBB@
ıjC1 Aj G1jC1 H 1j
0  dj 0  F 1j
0 0 G2jC1 H 2j
0 0 0  F 2j
1CCCCA D 0
that we have a holomorphic family of Fredholm complexes,
DF W       Xj 1 ˚ Cj 1

dj F
1
j
0 F 2
j

         Xj ˚ Cj      
and a holomorphic chain map AH W DF ! G defined by
.AH /j WD
 
Aj H
1
j
0 H 2j
!
W Xj ˚ Cj ! Yj ˚ j :
To prove the lemma, it therefore suffices to show that the homology of DzF is trivial
for all z 2 V . But this follows by remarking that CAK is chain isomorphic to the mapping
cone of AH W DF ! G . Indeed, this observation implies the existence of a six term exact
sequence
HC.DzF / // HC.zG / // HC
 
.CAK /
z


H 
 
.CAK /
z

OO
H .zG /oo H .DzF /oo
for all z 2 V . This shows thatHC.DzF / D H .DzF / D ¹0º for all z 2 V , since these identities
hold for both zG and .C
A
K /
z .
We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 9.1. The map T .D/ W jj ! jDj ˝ jCAj given by
szC ˝ .sz / 7! T .Dz/.szC ˝ .sz //
is holomorphic.
Proof. Let z0 2 U . Consider the local trivializations .C;F /, .;G / and .˚TC;K /
of D,  and CA over an open neighborhood V  U of z0, as constructed in Lemma 9.1.
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We need to show that the composition
.ˆF ˝ˆK /T .D/ˆ 1G W V ! C
is holomorphic. We claim that it is constant and equal to the sign . 1/n CmC.nCCn /, where
nC D dim.CC/, n  D dim.C / and mC D dim.C/, m  D dim. /.
To prove this claim, let
T .D/ W j˚ j ! jD ˚ C j ˝ jCA ˚  ˚ TC j
and
T .A˚ 0/ W j˚ j ! jD ˚ C j ˝ jCA˚0j
denote the torsion isomorphisms associated with the triangles
D ˚ C .A˚0/    ! ˚      ! CA ˚  ˚ TC     ! T .D ˚ C/
and
D ˚ C .A˚0/    ! ˚      ! CA˚0     ! T .D ˚ C/:
Furthermore, let AH W DF ! DG denote the holomorphic chain map constructed in the proof
of Lemma 9.1. Finally, let ‰ W CA ˚  ˚ TC ! CA˚0 and ‰ W CAK ! CAH denote the
holomorphic chain isomorphisms defined by interchanging the factors,
‰j W Yj ˚Xj 1 ˚ j ˚ Cj 1 ! Yj ˚ j ˚Xj 1 ˚ Cj 1; j 2 Z:
Our claim is now proved by the following computation,
.ˆF ˝ˆK /T .D/ˆ 1G
D  P.DF ;D ˚ C/˝ P.CAK ; CA ˚  ˚ TC/
ı .iC ˝ i˚TC /T .D/i 1 P.˚ ;G /
D . 1/n CmC.nCCn /   P.DF ;D ˚ C/˝ P.CAK ; CA ˚  ˚ TC/
ı T .D/P.˚ ;G /
D . 1/n CmC.nCCn /   P.DF ;D ˚ C/˝ P.CAH ; CA˚0.1˝ j‰j/
ı T .D/P.˚ ;G /
D . 1/n CmC.nCCn /   P.DF ;D ˚ C/˝ P.CAH ; CA˚0/
ı T .A˚ 0/P.˚ ;G /
D . 1/n CmC.nCCn /;
where the second identity follows from Lemma 5.2, and the last identity follows from Theo-
rem 5.1. The remaining identities can be verified by straightforward investigations. This proves
the theorem.
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